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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

0 .

The Cranston Secondary School CurriculumGuides are intend-
ed to 'serve as a resource to teachers,, students, department
chairmen, guidance personnel, curriculum planners, and any-
sone else involved in present or future curriculum planning:

Teachers are urged to utilize the guides in lesson prepa-
ration and for purposes of providing individual students
and groups of studentswitha resource; student achievement
Is often -influenced by a knowledge of what is expected with
respect to course objectives.. Diffv:ences in abilities and
needs' among students alio cl,sses can Oe'served by selecting
appepriate objeCtives and 'activitielei.:

The guides will alsobe useful for purposes oT describing
and communicating tecondary curriculum goals to -

the public when such a need arises from time to t

The organization of the guides is such that mos
present materials in terms'of portions of a sc
thus making it possible for students to re -lea
up a portion of a year's course. This is possi
the course is offered in a full year or in shor
of time.

ctions
year,
r make

ether
r units

GUIDE FORMAT

At least one major objective is stated for each section of
the guide. Each is broad fn statement encompassing the work
of large units or entire sections.

Numbered objective's (Objective 41) are specific and intended
to indicate the level of learning (the learning variable),
the content (what will be learned), and the means of evalua-
tion. Thus the objective describes learning in relatioosnip
to the learner. The teacher's-function is to design methods
which will effect the result. Most objectives in the guides
are followed by 'activities."

Suggested activities are intended to support the objective
6
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tb 4Sich they are assigned. Such statements either. re ;ate
-how the .student will attain the objective or may be con-
sidered as sub-'objec.tivcs.°

OBJECTIVES'IN 1ERMS*OF LEARE03 VARIABLES

Bloom and his colleagues devised a taxonomy of educational
objectives designed to classify the behavior of studencs
in three dopains as a result.of having participated in a
series of instructional. experiences. The three domains
are the-cocnitive (intellectual), the affective (emotional)
and the psychomotor (physical). Within each '..f these do-

. mains there is a hierarchy which denotes increasing com-
plexity learning as shown below.

4

Cognitive

knowledge
comprehension
application
analysis
synthesis

Affective

receiving
respondihg,
valuing
organizir.g
characterizing

psychomotor

frequency
energy
duration

It-addition to the general technique of the behavioral
statemet4. the authors were careful to differeAtiate the
levels at which given behaviors could be expected "of the
student. Thus, in the cognitive domain a °student's per-
formance in the display of knowledge of a conc^pt is 3es:,

complex than the student's performance wnen be amDlies the
concept in a given situation. Similarly, in the lffective
domain, a response to a situatioi is not as complex as the
display of a value toward a given situation. Precise dif-
ferentiation among variaoles is ..mry difficult .ur, in many
cases, i:Apossible, but using these varicbles to fortrulate
objectives is a means of focusing the attention of the
teacrer and the learner upon the existence of levels of
learning.
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World History: Parliamentary
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MAJOR 03JECTiVE

SS 28 P. 1

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE If KNOWLEDGE OF TkE GROWTH' OF ABSO-

LUTISM ,DURING THE 17TH CENTURY- IN EqROPE, FRANCE., PRUSSIA, RUS- .

SIA, AND AUSTRIA:WHILE PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT GREW IN ENGLAND..

BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE

DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER4

Objective The student will increase in his comOrehension

of how Rarliament survived the Cromwell Era

England and continued e4s the foram of government

by cpmpleting the followinc suggested-activities
with acceptable performance determined by the

.

Activities:

1. Define and explain in an oral or writt6 report the

following terms:' monarchy, constitiktionkl monar,:hy,

monarchy -- absolute, Divine Right of Kings,c,Petition of

Right (1628), the "Power of the Purse."
3

teacher.

O

Identify ,the following terms in,complete.setences:

Ldng Parliament, Cavalier , RoU:ndheads,New Model Army,

The Commaftealth, The Restoration. .

Debate,. report, or discus, the following: (a) the major

political And religious difficulties that erose,b0tween

the Stuart Kings and the English .Parliament; the

status of the Angl-ican, Catholic,'and Puritan Churches

in England during the 1600's; (c) the reasons why civil

wi.Abroke out'in England in 1642; (d) the reasons for the

success of Cromwell; (e) why England grew,tired.of

Puritan rule.

4. Compare and contrast government under the Stuart dy-

nasty with rule by the Puritans.

5. Explain orally or in writing the following: la) the

factors leading to the Stuart Restohltion; (b) the rea-

sons why England undertook a "glorious revolution" and

why it was called "glorious;"

6. State six provisions of the Bill of Rights of 1689.

7. In a written or oral report explain why Parliament in

England became more powerful than the English monarch.

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of

how Louis XIV became absolute ruler of France

and France in turn the leader of civilized Europe

by completing the following,sungested activities

with acceptable performance Otermined by the

teacher.
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,Activities: ..

p. 2

8. List our ways in which-the Duke of Sully increased the

royal' revenues of France.

9. Identify and write a brief biographiCal sketch of:

Cardinal Richelieu, Cardinal Mazarin, Colbert, Louis

. the XIVt

* 30. Explain in an essay why Louis XIV. was able to function

withowt a Parliament.,

1.1. List on a large tAlustratiile chart the cultural achieve-,

ments of France under the.rule of Louis XIV.
#

12. ,Define and explain: Edict of Nantes (1685), "Natural

Boundaries" theory of France and how this theory Led

Louis XIV into four wars.

Objective #3: The student'will evaluate the :contribu.tions df

Richelieu, Mazarin, and Colbert'to the develop-

ment of absolutism in France as measured by teach-.

er observatiOn of students' participation in a

panel presentation.

Objective-#4: The student will evaluate the rule of irouis the

XIV and its effect do France as measured by teach- fr.13

er observation of the student's responses to

each of the following\suggested activities.

Activities:

13. Describe the extra ayance of Louis XIV as exemplified

at his court at Versailles.

14. State why Louis XIV sometimes was called the Sun-King.

15: List the causes and results of the four wars of Louis XIV.

16. State the condition of France -- economically, finan-

cially, and politically -- at the end of Louis XIV's

rule.

Objective #5: The student will increase in comprehension of the

circumstances which led to the French Revolution

and then to the rise of Napoleon to power by corr-

.,
pletiny the following suggested activities with

acceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:
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17. Fill in 'on' an outline map.of.-EutraPe. the f011awttig fka-

ures: Europe -- 1;'48 -.- States;' capital cttips, major

rivers, important m vountairanges, and suelhounding bodies

cf water; Erance before and efter theywars of Louis- XIV

showing territorial acquisitfbons of France as compared

with. the territorial objectives of Louis XIVAEurope-
States, major cities and rivers surrompdihg bbdies'of

water at the height af Napoleon's rule and after the

Congress of-Vienna, 1815..

18. Define and give examples of: ,privileged class, abso-

lute government, an unjust system of taxationa the Old

Regions,/tile TiTee Estates of France; the Bourgeoisie.

19. .Construct'a char; or diagram that will illustrate: the

three'classes of France, the numbers of people that be-.

longed to each class, the privileges enjoyed by each

cl s, the exemptions each class 'enjoyed,, thg taxes .

'pai by eachsclasf -and to whom the taxes were paid.

20.
.

Dis&rib:e irl a one to two page.-written report each of the

following :,' (a). seven powers of the French king; (b)

economic conditions under the Old Regime; (c) ,the taxes

the third Estate paid to the churoh,tithes, nobility-

feudal dues (at' east 3), king-taille, vingtiene, Obelle,.

cepitation, cOrvee, octroi; ..(d) the era of the Age of

Reason. .
.,

. .

.

,

21. Construct a chertlidentifyping the major works, criti-

cisms, and reforms of the' following Enlightenment writ- .

ors: Voltaire, Mresqieu, \Rousseau, Diderot,
Bercaria,

Adam Smith.
.

47

.,..

Alk,
(4 V

7 22. Identify and elaborate on eight basic causes of the v

. Frenth Revolution. ,

/
. i

1

23. Outline the governmental changes during: the French kevo-

lution which include the major p2litical, legal, social,.

and economic reeorms ef,tn9 following: The National. As-

sembly (1788-1.7,91)X, The Constituent Assembly (1791 -

1792), The Convention (1792-1795), The Directory (1795-

1799).

24. List and elaborate'upon -he.reasons for: the many gov-

ernmental changes during the French Revolution, the ex-

cesses of the French Re,olution, the intervention of the

European powers in the French'Revolution, the rise to

prominence of Napoleon Bonaparte.

25. List and explain in preparation for a debate on tne posi-

tive and negative aspects of Napoleon's rule the follow-

ing: How Napoleon as able to master France, how Napo--

leon. was' able to master Europe, the legal political,

economic, religious, and social reforms, of Apoleon, the

Continental System, at least four reasofts'fcr'the down-

fall of Napoleon, the significance of.the,Napoleonic

Era (7 factors).
f.
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35. Define the phrase "Enlightened Des0'ot" and ijveleiamples.
of two such despots.and the policies which 'earned-them
.the title of "enlightened." . 0

,

36. Compare the reigns of Peter the Great and Catherine. the

Great of Russ.ia, mentioning the accompFiShmens of each

in domestic affairs and reforms, and f,ireigrraffairs and
territorial acquisitions; - ...

.

.

Objective #8: The student will increase in comprehensi0 of

Austria's growth and development under. the rule of

the Hapsburgs, by,completing the following suggested
activities with \acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Acti"Vities:

. 37. locate' on a' blank outline map of Europe: Austria .

Austria's three most important cities, the DaniibeifiverF
AlOs,Mountairs, the territorial possessions of Austria

in Europe.
,

r . .

38; tist tell different liaticTalitt41 that_resided within

01 the Austrian EMpire. \ , 4
.

0 ...
.. .*
.

.

. f

'39. .

'c

ListIon a -char -three major\tvdnts ion eachth oftthe
regioni'e Maria, Theresa (11740-.1.7g0),A,Ad Joseph

.

II (1789-1790). , . ,..,

...

.\
.

-

0.1'Elha. bofate.,in a verbal or .lritten report,pon,three.achiev
ments of th,e absolute monarchs )of Europe and the weak*
-nesses of the absolute monarchs of Europ. .

4t. Ekolain'at lceast three criticisms of absolutism.

42. Compare in a written essay the absolute regimes in
Eastern Europe '(Austria, Russia, Prussia) with that of

the Bourbons in pre-revol;itioniiry France mentioning class
structure ih both and the libera.1 and repressive -aspects
of the -egimes under question.

e
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MAJOIV0pJeCTIVg

THE- STUDENT WILL INCREASE HI.S KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNIFICATIONS OF
ITALY AND GERMANY AND THE'GROWTH OF EUROPEAN COLONIAL EMPPRES
BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE
DETERMINED BY THU*TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase in comprehension of the
'events and circumstances leading to the unificl-
"tion of Italy in the 19th century by completing.
the following suggested activities with accepta-
ble. performamce determined by the teacher.

'Activities:*

1. Dellne the folloging terms and give an example of each in
. a sentence: nationalism, nationality, a national state,

patriotism, chauvinism, jingoism, carbonari..

2. Describe three obstacles to Italia.u..unifjcation and ex-
pl.aift,hb"iithese obstacles were eliminated.

,

3. Fill in on a blank outline map of Italy circa 1856 and
shade it so as to indicate: Italian territories owned
by AUstria, Italian territories controlled.by Austria,
.the only Italian ruled territory in Italy (Kingdom of

Piedmont. Sardinia), The peal states, Italian territory
controlled by Bourbons (Kingdom of Two Sicilies),sur-
rounding bodies of water, major mountains, important
rivers, capital citiesof all Italian territories..

. ''
.

4. Elaborate on the significance of the-,contObutions'to. .

Italian unification made by: .Mazzini, CavOur, Garibaldi, . .

Victor Emmanual, Louis Napoleon of rance.

5 State the importance of the followi Iig,events tO'Italian
unification: Austro -Sardinian War (1859), Garibaldi's
Sicilian Expedition, Treaty of Plombieres , Austra- .

Prussian. War (1860), Franco-Prussian War (1870).. ,

a.

6. Select and,then discuss in one or' two pages two important
problems that plagUed a united Italy in the late nine-
teenth and eariy twentieth century.

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of the
factors and events leading to Germah unification
in the nineteenth century by completing the fol-4

lowing suggested activities with acceptable per-
formance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

. 7. Fill in on a blank map of Europe: Prussia and Austria
in 1860, the larger German states as they existed in
1860, the major cities and rivers of the Germany states,
the three stages by whi'th the Germans states were unified

into the Germany Empire of 1870.

.

7
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6.

.

Write /two or three sentence explanations of thefollow-
Ong.terms: German Confederatian_i_29. llverein , the iron

:.\-CtfaridelOor, The Blood.and Iron policy, North German Con-
federation a5 contrasted with the German Confederation.

,,,, il

9.. Explain, in an essay of seve.al paragraphs, the steps
taken toward German Unification during the following-

.
wars: Danish, War (1864), Austro-Prussian War (1866),
Franco-PrusSianNar (1871).

10. Relate in an oral report how Bismarck manipulated theAc
wars mentioned ih the previous activity and describe
.8ismar.c.klt motives fcr doing so.

11. Discuss the Ems,Dispatch incident and elaborate on the
following aspects ofthe incident: the "falsification"
of the Ems Di- spatch, the 'effects publication. of thi's

telegram in France and Germany, the influence of nation-
alism arcs "chauvinism in bringing about wars.

12. Dia/gram the political structure of ttie German Empire of
1871, beingsure to include the- powers and functions of

thi:. Kaiser, ReiChstag',- Bundesrat:,thancelloroinfluence
Q4 Prussia in the, government, influence .of the member

states.

13. Write a report oFseveral'pages detailing the followi.ng
policies and programs of Bismarck after 1879: military,

. foreign alliances, industrial development, imperialism,

social legislation._ . u

14. Discuss in a one or two page report th'e following aspects
of the Au-strian empire in thelate 19th century: rea-

sons for eitablishment of, the Dual Monarchy, the dwi,ndljng

lmportance.of Aus4ria:

15. Compare and contrast the polisies,'propedures,-and pro.-
grams of favour -and Bismarck 'and attofpt to determine
Who was the more clever political leader.

Objective #3. The student will increase insrcomprehengion of th'e
great changes in Russia during the latter half of
the 19th and very early 20th centuries by .complete`
ihg the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teaehea*.t.

Activ-fties:

16. Explain in a few short sentences three policies by which
the Komanove of Russia tried to keep their country free
from liberal change.
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17. Describe he following foreign.policies of the Russ, ian

Czars: territortal expansion--Asia and into the Ottoman
viEmpire and Pan-Slasm.' ,

..18. 'Satirize either in cartoon or an essay the wide gulf
between the RusOan upper classes and the Russian masses.

19. Elabordte,on.the,following aspects Emancipation.of
the RuSsian'serfs (1861) either orally or in writing:
reasons `whyemanCipatiOn was so long delayed, events
leading up to the Emancipation Edict (1861), the provi-
sions of;tbe Emancipation. Edict (1861).

20. Define the following terms either orally or in a few
sentences: Nihilism, Social Democrat Party, Mensheviks
Bolsheviks, October Manifesto 1905, Deemer.

21. Discus either orally or in a, written essay the follow-
,

. .ing aspects ,of the'October Revolution of 1905: at, least
five reasons whyit occurred, at ledst two, reasons why
it failed.

22. Fill fin on 'blank map of Eastern 'Europe: Russian
pension across Asiail9th century; East European-terri-

, tories absorbed by Russia,l9th century, Ottoman Empire
territories desired by Russia; sea passages desired by
Russfa. ,

0
Objective #4: The s:tudenewill increase in comprehension of the

establishment of European_colonial empires in
Africa by completing the following suggested
activities with acceptib)e performance determined
by the teacher.

23. Define the term "imperialism" and qgive,one example in a

sentence.

24. In an essay several pages in length, explain the follow-
ing motives for modern imperialism: economic-materials,
markets, tields of investment; political-nationalism and

national powers; humanitarian (White Man's Burdens).

25. Construct a chart, identifying and briefly explaini"ng
with authentic example, the following forms of imperialism:
annexation, concession, sphere of influence, mandate'
areas, trusteeship.

26. Identify and briefly elaborate on eight effects of

modern imperialism.
'/
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_27. List and explain three principal reasons for the re-

vival of interest in Africa between 1870-1880.

28,. Fill.in on a map of Europe and Africa in such a way as

to identify the colonial possessions of the following
Europeah powers as of 1917: Great Britain, France,
Germany, Italy, Belgium, Portugal, Spain.

29.' Compare and contrast the. African colonial policies of

the following nations: Great Britain, France, Belgium,

Portugal,

30. Relate how Imperialism lead to the following
rivalries and incidents: Boer War, Tunisian
Fashoda Affair/(1898), MQrroccan Crisis (1905

colonial
ises (1891),

31. Evaluate three major reasons for African opposi On to

32. Identify. on a nap of Africa. that shows all the nations

of Modern Africa thoie states that still. remain under

European `control,-

Objective #5: The student w411 increase in comprehenslon of the
establishment of European colonial- empires in

Asia by completing the following suggested-ac-*
tivities with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher:

Activities:

33. Complete a map of the Far East that, through the use of

a color code, illustrates and identifies the colonial

possessions of the following nations (1914): Great

Britain, Portugal, Ho11.43d, France, Germany, Russia,

United tates, Japan.

. 34.. Fill i a blank map of China identifying: major cities

of China, major provinces of China, major .rivers, deserts,

.
AS and mountain ranges of China, foreign spheres of in-

fluence in China.
e

35. Identify and explain the significance of the following

terms: Chinese seel-seclusion, "Celestia' Empire ", Opium

War (1840-42), extraterritoriality, sphere of Influence,.

open door policy. \ .

1

36. List and explain four 'factors. responsible far ;China's

weaknesses. . /

37. List the causes and.resultsiirttre following Colonial

wars: Sino-Japanese War 1894, Boxer Rebellidn 1900,

Russo-Japanese War ,1904.
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.38. Briefly explain the significance of the following:
Commander 'Matthew Perry's visit to Japan, Midado, Shogun,daimios, sammurai, brushido.

39. Compare and contrast the reactions of China end Japanto foreign aggression and expansion in Asia. -

40. Name eight reforms of. the Japanese Revolution of 1867that led to Japan's industrialization and imperialism.
41. Enumerate and briefly elaborate on positive and nega-tive aspects of colonialism.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

P. 1

THE STUDENT WILL DISPLAY KNOWLEDGE JF THE ECONOMIC, POLITICAL,
SCIENTIFIC, AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WORLD DURING THE
8TH AND i9TH CENTURIES BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH
ACCEPTABLE PEREORM CE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The udent will increast in comprehension of the
fact s which led t) the growth and strengthening
of d racy i England in the° 19th century by
comp ng e following suggested activities with
accept e erformance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. List an explain in at essay. several paragraphs in length. '

five un emocratic features.of the English government in.
1750.

\\2. Compare and cbn -trast orally or ir, writing the meanings
of the 'following phrases: (a) demOcra,cy through revo-
lution (give one example); (b) deillocracy'thrOugh evo-
lution (give one example).

Construct a chart that lists essential features of.
the following acts of Parlianient: .(a) reform'bill of 1832;
(b) reform 'bill of 1867; (c) reform bill of 1884; (d)
.form bill of 1918; (e) reform of 119?8.

,

4. Discuss the merits and. shortcomings of the English tabi
Aet System of government as contrasted with the 4.1. S.

sysem. Highlight the following aspects of botb.systems.

A. .Cabinet System:

1. Relationship betWeen House of Commons and
Ouse of Lords.

.2. R4lationship between Prime Minister and Monarch.

3. RelatioriShip of the. Cabinet to House of Commons:

4. Notion,of.Ministerial responsibility.

B. United States System:

1. Relationship among the three bpenches of

Government.
2: Presidential powers and responsibilities.

5. Explain in an essay of several, paragraphs the difference
between the English constitution and the U. S. consti-

tution.

6. List at least six English democratic reforms of the 19th

and early 20th centuries.
A.

7. Identify and contrast the three major political parties

of England.
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8. State the ideas.and identify groups that compromise the

following .political factiont: (a) -the left (radicals),

(b) the center. (moderates), (c) 'the right (conservativez).

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of the
crnditions and factors which contriLlited to the

growth of industrialism in Europe and the U. S.
duping the 18th anc 19th ceoturles by summarizing
the material in the following sLggested
ties with acceptable performance determined by. the

teai:her.

Activities:

9. Define and give examples of the following erms orally
or in w iting: (a) Industrial. ReVolution, (5) Old, or

First Re olution (1750-1870), (c) New, or Seclnd In-
. dustrial Revolution (1870-still continuing).

10. Construct a chart that liSts and explains. (a),, three

roots of the Industrial, Revolution, (b) folr conditions

that favored the development and growth of the In-
dustrial Revolution, (c) the first industry to 'become,

mechanized and six,inmitions that made it a mechanized

industry, (d) three sources of power tocperatg mi\hinery
77

11. Compare and contrast the importance of coal, iron
steel to the development of the Industrial RevolUtio in

an essay se1('eral sentences in length.

12. List the six earliest nations to becomeindustriaIized..
. .

13. Write a paragraph describing each of the two economic
results of the Industrial Revolution: (a) factory °sys-

tem, (b)/mass production.

14. IdentifY and briefly elaborate on the effects of the fol-

lowing three methods of mass production upon factory

workers': (a) division of labor, (b.) standardization,

(c) the assembly line.

15. Define and give examples, of the following'terms:

laissez-faire, 'capitalism, private ownerships, free
enterprise, profit motive, competition, market price.

16. -Define and state four advantages of a corporatiori.

17. List and describe orally or in an essay several para-

graphs in length six social results of the Industrial

Revolution.

N.
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Objective #3: The student will increase in comprehension .S the
growth and development of.ortarmized labor unions
that was necessitated by the\growth of industry in
the 19th century by.sommarizing the material in
the following suggested activities with ecceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activitdes: "6

18. Describe, in a 1. ew serttences, how the factory .system
Changed the relationships between employer and worker.

19. Describe in an essay or a series of illustrations the
following evils of the factory systems: (a) working
conditions in factories, (b) wrking houT:: for men
women,. and, children, (c) use made.of women and children

in fectories, (d) abuse of child labor, (e) wages,
(f) technological unemployment,*(g) living ccnditions
in factu'y

20. List the four stev taken by workerF, to better their
corlitions..

23. Define and give examples of each of the following terms:. .

(a) trade union, (b) bargaining, (c) media-
tion or conciliation, (d) arbitration.

22. Discuss in .several paragraphs the governmental policy.
of laissez-faire Ind its effect on the groyth of industry
and labor unions.

23. Make.a chart that lists and defines' ten:mdapons of unions
and, ten weapons .)f employers:.

24.. Explain in'arcessay of several paragraphs why improvg
ments in wages and working conditions were acquired so
slowly.. Include points of vie of both factory owners
and labor unions.

25. Write a newspaper article illustriting working and liv-
ing conditons in tne 1. ?th century and explainin.7 flct3r:,
owner-and public indifference to the workerS. plight.

25. bescribe briefly tne problems a. worker faced ia times of:

economic recession, sickness, and old age.

Objective 44: The student will respond positively or negatively,

to the statement, "The typical labor unions today
are too. powerful an iould be regulated and more
closely controlled by the, government," as measures
by teaChqr observation of the student's argu-

\

,.'tents ,ive in.eclass disr;Is?.ions;or in a ,!.,?bP.ti?.

Objective 45: The student will increase in comprehension
social changes in the 19th century by summarizing
the, material in the following suggested activi-
ties with acceptable performance determined by the

tea.cher:.

Q

O
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Activities:

p. 4

. ,

27. Define, then compare and contrast in several.paraliraphs)
socialism and capitalism.

4

28. State int,a.brief essay the difference between Utopian
Socialism and Scientific Socialism.

29. Orally.ekplain the, term "cp.opecative" and describe the
reasons for its formation and also its functions:
(i) co- operative grocery store at Rochdale, England 0884)
(b) farm co-operatives. in the U. S.

30. Produce a chart-mapdiagraming and relating the history
*cif the following experiments in Utooian Socialism:
(a) Rbbert Owen--New Harmony, Indiana; (b) Charles
Fourier--Brook Farmi Massachusetts; (c) Louis Blanc- -
National Workshops,

7

31. Write an essay of .several paragraphs qplaining how,
when, where, and why the following pieces of social
legislation wereipassed%. Social Security, Sickness

: ;insurance, Accioent insurance, Old Age insurance.

32. DeterOine in .a..brief essay if England merits the title
of "Welfare State" .mentioning nationalization ofin-
dustries, national instfrance act, and national health
service act.

Objective #6.: The student will respond' to the statemeni, "A
laissez-faire economy brings greater prosperity
to a greater number of people than a socialistic
economy," as measured by teacher observation of
the vtudent.",s arguments and examples given in
class\discussions or a debate.

Objective #7: The studeiifmill increase in comprehension of the
early formaeiNon of the communist philosophy of
Karl Marx by summarizing the material in the fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable per-%
formance .determined by the teacher.

Activities:

33. Identify and name the contributions to communism of Karl

Marx, Frederick Engles (Dialectics), Nikolai Lenin (Pro -

fessional Revolutionary), and Joseph Stalin.

34. Explain in writing or orally he economic theory of Karl
Marx. Define what Marx meant when he referred to stored
up labor, living wages, and surplus wealth.
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35. Write a brief explanation of the following teros:
capitalist, bour.geoise, proletarfat.

36. Explain Marx's philosophy cf h-istor

P. 5

37. Explain in a written or oral essay qf several paragraphs
the Marxidn view of class struggle and how it would lead
to the inevitability of socialism.

6

-

6

..
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT Will DISPLAY KNOWLEDGE OF THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS
OF TWO WORLD' WARS COMING OUT OF WROPE IN THE 20TH CENTURY BY
COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING 1EVEL WTTH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DE-"

. ?ERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will -increase in comprehension of the
background causes and events in Europe which led.
to the outbreak of. World War I in 1914 by sum-
marizing-the materiarin the following suggested
activities'with acceptable performance determined
by the teacher.

Activities:
Iv .

1. List the members of the Triple All .

2.1 List, the members of the Dual Alliance.

3. Locate on an outline map the nations of Western Europe
which belonged to each Alliance.

4. Compare intwomr three paragraphs the issues and'out-
comes of the Morroccan Crisis in 1=905 and 1911.

S. Sketch a freehand map of the Balkans in 1914 and make a.
list of the minority groups living under Austrian con-

c.:, trol.

6. Write a paragraph on the Pan-Slavic Movement in the Bal-
kant prior to Sarajevo., f

7. Write a news release covering the assassination of the
Archduke Ferdinand and his wife at Sarajevo.

Summarize in outline form the actions of each European
power following the assassination with respect to its
alliance commitments.

9. Summarize in one or two paragraphs the action taken by
Tsarist'Aussia asting'in the capacity of "protector of the
Slavic peoples."

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of the
events and conclusion of World War I by summariz-
ing the material in the following suggested ac-.

tivities with acceptable perfgrmance determined
by the teacher. ,

Activities
10. Construct a chart to compare the military strength of

the Allies and the Central Powers.*

11.
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11. Locate on an'Outline map and in cont asting co*Pors the
relative positions of the Central Powers and the Al-
lies in June of 1914.

12. Point out any advantages or di-sadvantages you can an-
ticipate from these positions.

13.. Summarizd the key elementi of the Schlieffen Plan for
German military victory.

14.: Give Germany's reasons for the use of U-Boats, and state
the effect. of their use upon American involvement.

15. Describe in one or two paragraphs the genera) reaction
of most Americans to the sinking of the Lusitania.

16. List and briefly explain the reasons for the stalemate that
developed on the Western Front.

17. Summarize in two or three paragraphs the.rnilitary and
economic situation in Russia early in 1917.

18. Construct a chart which will. use the following, headF-
ings: Economic, Social and Political causes of the
Russian Revolution.

19. Summarize the results of the Treaty of Brest Litovsk
on German military strategy in the West.

20. Summarize the effect of America's entrance into World
War I in 1917.

21. Describe the preparation for and effects ofthe last
major .German offensive on the Western Front.

. 22. List those points in President Wilson's 14 Points that
deal with self-determination of people and the rights
of neutrals on the open sea.

23. Construct a chart which will illustrate the mdke up and
chief function of each body within the League of Nations.

Objective #3: The student will respOnd positively to importance
of revenge as a motive of the Allies in drawing
up the Treaty of Versailles as measured by teacher
observation of.student's examples and argu-
ments in .class discussions or in a 5-minute oral
presentation.

Objective #4: The student will increase in comprehension of the
factors following W. W. I which contributed to the
rise of Hitler and Fascism in.Germany by summariz-
ing the material in the following suggested acti-
vities with acceptable performance determined by
the teacher.
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Activities:
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24. Briefly summarize with explanations any facets of the
Versaille Treaty that'you feel were unfair or too harsh
with respect to Germany.

25. List several major accomplishments which took place under
the Weimar Republic. ., , hi

26. Indicate in one or two paragraphs the importance of the
. Great Depression as a factor in the fall of the Weimar
Republic.

27. Make a list of other factors which contributed to the
decline of the Weimar-Republic.

28. Poinl out and express your opinion on several major
characteristics of the fascitt Philosophy.

16

29. Clompa in a one page essay the. value and purpose of the
ipdi dual in.a fasci:st state and any other_ one system of
gOve ment. 1

.

'
. . .

30. Outline in chronological order the-key steps taken by
Adolf Hitler to gain political power-in Germany.

I
31. Compare fascism in Italy and that in Germany in 1939.

Objectiv'e #5: °The student will increase in comprehension of the
events immediately leading to W. W. II arid the
course of that war bysummarizing the material in
the follOwing suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

32. State the effect of the inability of the League of
Nations to deal with the aggression of Japan in China'
and of Italy in Ethiopia.

33. List the ways in which Hitler violated the Versailles

Treaty.

34. Define.the term "appeasement" and give an example in a
sentence.

35. Draw a political cartoon which is critical of the Munich
Conference of 1938.

36. Summarize in two or three paragraphs the implications
implicit in German-Russian Non-Aggression Pact of August,
1939.
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37. Define in detail the term Blitzkrieg and state its ef-
fect upon the early course of the war. in Europe.

38. Locate on an outline map the twofront war Germany became
involved in after June, 1941.

39. Summarize in an original essay the effects of a two
- front war' upon Germany. b

.

.
.

40. Form several generalizations relative ,o U. S. partici-
pation and aid to the Allies after December 7, 1941.

41. . Locate on an outline map of. Western Ffance the region
of Normandy:

42. List in chronological order the major allied invasions
in Europe and North Africa, the mission of each, and the
success of each.

Objective #6: . The student will synthesize positively the,mili-
tary.and political decline of the Nazi Third
Reich 6s measured by teacher observation of the
student's reasoning and\examples given in class
discussions or oral panel presentation.

o

4
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THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN KNOWLEDGE OFTHE GROWTH OF\AN
INDERENDENT U. S. FROM ITS FIRST NATIONAL PLAN OF GOVERNMENT
(ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION) TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF-"JACKSONIAN
DEMOCRACY'BY COMPL1ETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCDETEIMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1; The student will increase-in comprehension of
the provisions under the Articles of Confedera-

, tion for governing the United States, and the
4 reasons forlis failure, by -summarizing the

material in 'the'f.ollowing suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the

4.*

teacher.

.Activities:

1. List the original British Colonies, in, America. The
list should begin with the first permanent settle-
ment and proceed chronologically to the last.. The
date of its founding and the name of the original
founder should be included.

2. Loca e and label on an outline map of the U. S.

the s a s that were governed under The Articles of
Confederation.' 4

3. List and briefly explain at least three positive
contributions of-The Articles to this.period of our
history.

4. Identify at least five weaknesses that pertain to
The Articles of Confederation.

5. Suggest a possible solution to each of the five
weaknesses identified above.

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of
the changes and improvements made in our plan,
of_ national government when the Constitution
replaced the Articles by summarizing the ma-
terial in the fdllowing suggested activities
with acseptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

6. In a two-page essay or a five-minute oral presenta-
tion, discuss the points of disAreement that were
encountered by the delegates at The Constitutional
Convention.

7. Draw a cartoon illustrating what he, the student,
perceives as the most pressing problem at the Con-
vention. The cartoon should deal with eitheT sec-
tional differences or the large state-small state
controversy.
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8. Compose a writteri whic ..4i11 list and sum-
imarize the major:co7;Yror.:ses reacnea t"; tht FounAing.
Fathers.,

Define in a'paragraph or a 1-minute floor talk the
term "ratification" as it was applied to the Consti-
tution.

.10. Present in a minimum of three minutes an oral argu-
ment favoring ratificatipn of. the Constitution while
pretending to be a Fedefalist;

11. Follow activity #10 above while pretending to be
an'Anti-Federalist opposed to ratification. '

12. Draw a diagram which. illustrates' the &free branches
of The Federal Government as establisted by the Con-
stitution.

13. Underline and label",from a given listo:of federal
powers thosp that are executive, 4egislativ,e, and
judicial.

14. Describe in a two-page essay (minimum) how the
System of checks and balances operates.

15. Underline from a given list of Constitutional Amend-
ments those which made up the first ten. Under
each amendment selected, state what it says in your
ovin words.

16. Select any one of the ten most recently adopted
amendments and'in'a 5-minute "(minimum) or41 presenta-

, tion show hdw the amendment was adopted to met na-
. stional needs.

Objectiveli: The student will increasecin'comprehension of
the difficultiei and accomplishments of our
country's first years under the Constitution
(1789-1801) by summarizing the material in the
following suggested activities with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher.'.

Activities:

17, List the financial problems which faced- the new
nation during President Washington's first adminis-
tration.

.18. Write or present orally a statement Dither why you sup-
port or reject Hamilton's Financial Program. Pretend
you are a well-to-do businessman during this `period.
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19. Write or present orally a statement either why you sup:.

port or reject Hamilton's Financial program. Pretend

you are a pclor farmer Wing this period.

20..\List the. problems of foreign policy which President Wash-
Angton-faced and in each case briefly state the't n

takem by the U. S. in. each case.

21. Draw a political cartoon which is critical of the, excise

tax 'on 'whiskey.

22. Discuis in a paragraph, the importance of President
Washington's action in dealing with The Whiskey Rebel-

lion. The President's role in enforcing the law shobld

be emphasized.

23. Prepare vwritten summary of those sections which deal
with foreign policy and the development of President
Washington'! Farewell Address of 'political parties.

,24. Construct a'chart which will illustrate the political
differeYces which were developing between the Federalist

and Anti-Fediralist.parties.
. e

Objective #4: The stUdent evaluaJ the contributions of the
Federaltsts during this period (1789-1801) as
measured\by teacher observdtion of student interest
shown in\a 5-minute oral presentation while pretend
ing to bi,a Federalist living at the time.

Objective #5: The student will increase in comprehension of the
physical and political growth of the U. S. from

1801-1812 by summarizing the materfal in thp'fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable per-
formance determined by the teacher.

' .

25. Write three to five paragraphs in which you support or
reject this statement ;' 1Conditions in Europe greatly
aided America in the purchase of Louisiana."

26. Locate New Orleans on an outline map of the U. S.and
trace the water routes used by western farmers to reach

27 Shade in'on an outline map of the U. S., the area
purchased from France in 1803.

28. Write a..summary of two to three paragraphs using two 00(:-

amples which will demonstrate the problems,of U. S.

neutrality during President Jefferson's second adminis-

. tration.

it:
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20: From a given list of measures, label thole taken by
Jeffersonand those by Madison to maintain U. S. neu-
trality just before the War of 1812. Identify which
President was responsible for each measure selected.

'30% Write a two to fiveu page paper which will involve library
sources on the topix of "impressment as a cause of ..the'
War of 1812." Include the British position on impressment
and their erguMents for justification. Resource books
should be listed.

31. Pretending to be a wealthy New England merchant who is
a delegate to the Hartford Convention, state your op-
position to the War of 1812 in a five minute oral
presentation.

32. Outline in' chronological order the major "Military events
of the War of 1812.

'Objective #6: The student will evaluate Andrew Jackson as a
"strong" President as measured by teacher obser-
vation of student's arguments and Illustrative
examples in an ,oral five minute presentation or
in a two page essay. The following activities
are suggested for this objective.

Activities:

33. Compare the political.philosophy and background of Andrew
Jackson with that of .our earlier presidents in a written
one or two page report or in a five minute Oral presenta- I
tion. i

J4. Summarize John C. Calhoun'S.'!compact theory", of govern-
-ment':ori'Ohe page'. ":16C-own -oWn 'ide'a 'of itates" rights.

35. List the terms of the Tariff Compromise of 1832 and sum -.
marine its importance ip a paragraph.

36. Evaluate Jackson's economic pillicies in three to five
0 paragraphs in light of The 'Panic of 1837.'
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THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN KNOWLEDGE OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR, FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECTIONALISM BEFORE IT TO THE PERIOD
OF RECONSTRUCTION FOLLOWING IT, BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL
WITH ACCEPTABLE 'PERFORMANCE DETERMINED-BYTHE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase in comprehension* of the
growth of N6rthern industries, and the contribu- :...j
ting factors for that growth, by summarizing the
material iin he following suggested activities
with.accepta le performance determined by the
,teacher.

de-

Activities:

1. State the relationship to the industrial development of
the Northeast utilizing the following factors: water
power, transportation, capital, labor supply (iiiimigra-

Non).

2. Locate and label the following on an outline map of the

0
U.. S.: Wi)derness Road, National Road, Boston Fiost
Road, Genese Road, Erie Canal. a

3. Prepare awritten argument, from the southern point of

view, which oppose,s federal taxation for intei.nal i%-

provements.

4. Prepare a written summary of Henry 'Clay's American System.'

Be sure to include the elements that you -feel are na-
-tional as well as sectional.

5. Construct a chart which will indicate population growth
in the North and South from 1820-,1860.

6. List the events or conditions in Europe which contributed
to*the increase in the number of immigrants entering the
United States (1820-1860).-

I
.44114

7. If.you were a newly arrived immigrant d6ring this period,
write a paragraph on where yoU might choose to settle

and why.

Objective #2:

Activities:

The student will increasein comprehension of how
and why cotton became the basis of the Southern
economy by summaNzing the material in the follow-
ing suggested acttvittes-with-acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

8. Locate and label on an outline map of the United States
those sections which composed The Cotton Belt in 1860.

tt,
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9. Define the. ter_m_2_s.P.:11.t.sufficlent". .and discuss its mean-

ing in relation to a southern plantation of 1855.

10. Briefly state the impact of the invention of the Cotton
Gin on the following: slavery in, America,. single crop
economy in the south, New England textile industry,
land use in the south.

11. Put the following of events in chronological order
and detcribe each: (a) Ored Scott decision; (b) 3/5
;compromise; (c) "arrival of the first black slaYes to
America.,. /.

12. Pretend you are a southern plantation owner and orally
present an argument which would justify the system of

slavery from your point of view.

13. Compare the development 'of industry and railroads in the

North and South from 1830-186C. This should be done in
r three to five written paragraphs.

The student will increase in comprehension of
the westward movement of Americans during the
firtt half of the 19th century. and the reasons for
it and its signircance, by summarizing the ma-

aerial in the following suggested'activities with
acceptable performance determined by the teacher:

Objective #3:

ActiVities:

. 14. On an outline map
0
of the Uhited States shade iv) the area

of the Northwest that was jointly claimed by the U.S.
and Great Britain in 1840.

4

15. Present the evidence used to support both U. S. and

. British,claims to thp.region.

16. .
State and discusi in a three to five minute.taa some
of the contributions of the fdr, traders or missionaries
to the settlement of the Northwest.

17. Trace on an outline map the route taken by American
pioneers to Oregon. The starting point should be St.

Louis, Missouri.

18. Outline the conditions of the Treaty-which settled the
problems of ownership and boundry in the Northwest be-
tween the U. S. and Great Britain.

19. Summarize in a paragraph America's interest and early
settlement in Texas.

t.-
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.20. Identify from a given list three men.w.h9 were important
in the_early years of the settlement of Texas.

Listlandn lbritry explain the causes of the Texas Revo-

22. Identify and compare three important events duriWg the
Texas Revolution.

.23. Discuss orally or in a three to five paragraph essay
several reasons why mans' Americans were not in favor of
Texas annexation.

24. Identify from a given list four causes for the war with
Mexico.

25: Discuss in several paragraphs .the question of American
or Mexican responsibility for the outbreak of. the Mexi-
can War.

26. Summarize in outline form the terms of the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo.-

27. Difaw two cartoons on the Mexican War, one which night
have appeared in an American pewspaper and one which might'
have appeared in a Mexican newspaper

2A. Trace on an outline map of the United States the route
west taken by.,the Mormons and 49'ers.

. r .
:

29. Relate, either orally or in a written report, the high-
lights of the early Mormon Church.

Objective #4: The student will increase in comprehension of the

ut
issues .that led to grater and greater strife

. between North and So orior to the Civil Wear
by completing the material in the following sug-.
gested activities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities:

30. Locate and.labelton an outline map of the United 'Staltes
the free and slave sections before and immakately after
the Missouri Compromise of 1820.

31. List and explain the terms of the Missouri Compromise.

32. Point out the effects of the agreement on the North.-
South balance in the Congress.

33. Differentiate between a revenue tariff and a protective
_tariff.
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34. Compare and contrast northern and southern viewpoints

on the tariff question.

35. .Wr..ite a paragraph in which the basic ideals of the-Abo-
litionists are described.

36. Pretend you are a bookisreviewer for a southern newspaper
and prepare a review of Uncle Tom's Cabin.

37. Draw a freehand,map.showing how the Kansas-Nebraska Act
of 1854 canceled the Missouri Compromise of 1820.

38. Identify.from a \given listt the important characteristics
of the "popular sovereignty" plan of Stephen A. Douglas.

39. Write .a newspaper; account of several paragraphs of the
Northern reaction to the Dred Scott decision.

'lowing
a two-minute n'iWt"troadCaiton 'each of the -fel--

'lowing events: Nat Turner's rebellion, Brook's attack -7

on Sumner, John Brown's raid, .South Carolina's semi-

.
sion, The firing on Fort Sumter.

41. Write a newspaper editeria,1 on a y two of the following:
Garrison's views on'slavery, Si m's .view on slavery,
effects of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Taney's opirtion in
the Dred Scott case, or any of the four candidates for
president in 1860.

Objective #5: The student will increase in comprehension of the
military.campaigns and other events during the
American Civil War by summarizing the material in

the following suggested activities with accept-

able performance determined by thp tpachPr..

Activities:

42. List the Southern advantages at the start of the Civil /

War.

43. List the Northern advantages at the start of the' Civil

War.

944. Compare in a three to five minute oral presentation the
war aims and strategy of the Union States and the Con-

federacy.

45. Locate and label on an outline map the major battles of
1863 and 1864 in.botft the Eastern and Western sectors.

46. State the importance of the fall of VicKsburg to theover-
all Union strategy.
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47. Discuss in several paragraphs the significaAce of tt:e
Battle of. Gettysburg.

48. , Reid the Gettysburg Address and list concepts that apply
to the pro.blems facing the United.. States today.

49. Compar.? military conscription as used uuring ttki Civil
War with the present draft system.

50. List the important reasons for an the effeds of the
Emancipation Proclamation.

51. Compare the candidates and issues in the.election of 1864.

52. Describe in a three to five minute oral presentation the
circumsancet surrounding the Confederate Army surrender
in 1865.
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THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE INDUSTRIAL
'GROWTH OF THE U. S. FROM,THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR TO WORLD WAR I

BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE
DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will demonstrate an 'increase in
comprehension of some of the early lactors which
contributed to the post-civil war economic growth
by summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the.teacher.

Activities:

1. Develop a' two -page essay om any industrialist, railroad
magnate, or other captain of industry of the late 19th.
century, reporting his aims, the obttacles he found,
and his impact on American life. /

2. Locate and label on an ouiline map: the U. S. the
major railroad lines in operation:bY 1900.

3. Draw a "before and after" cartoon comparing,the
in 1860 and 1900.

4. Construct a diagram showing what you would include in a'
museum exhibit on 19th century science and industry.

5. 'Write character sketches or biographies of Samuel Gom-.
pers, Terence Powderly and Eugene V. Debs.

6. Prepare an essay comparing the strengths and weaknesses
of Max Bellamy and George.

,ge
7. Prepare an Illustrated cipeolar urging farmers to join

the Grange an Populist party.

Construct a graph identifying the significant developments
in agriculture from 1861 to 19001

9. Write an imaginary dialogue between a' big business-style
farmer and a big business-style manufacturer an a cheap
money advocate and a dear money advocate.

11. Develop a three sided conversation that might have taken
place after 1865 in which a union organizer tries to
persuade a worker t& join the union and an employer's
representative tries to persuade a worker to ignore it.

11. Differentiate between labor problems today and those
thal occurred in the past.

O
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12. Prepare a list of qt;estions you would like to have asked.
any ,leader of labor or management of the late 19th century.

Objective.#2: The student will increase.in comprehension of the
political developments in the Q. S. during the
.latter part of the 19th.century by completing the
material in the .following"suggested activities with
acceptable performance determined by the teacher.

13. Write an,fditorial attacking invisible government, .the
Tweed Ring, and the apathy of voters.

14. Write two ciampaign slogans each1 for the Republican and
Democratic /Parties of the late 19th century.

15. -Draw. a cartoon illustrating how President Cleveland'
showed courage while in office.

16. Pretend you are the leader of either the Democratic or
Republican Party and then develop an ideal political
panty platform for any presidential election between
1865 to 1900.

17. Pi.epare a three-minute talk differentiating-between
"Stalwarts ", "Half-Breeds", "Mugwumps" as applied to
politics.

18. Outline the history of political parties from 1865 to
' 1900.

19. Pretend you' are the mayor of a late 19th century American
city and prepare a report to the citizens icibntifying
your suggestions for solving several.of the problems
facing your.city..

Objective #3: The student will increase in comprehension of the
social, educational, and cultural developments

'in the latter part of the 19th century .rh the U.S.
by summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance de-
termineg by the teacher.

Activities:

20. Prepare a report outlining the careers of the following
progressive mayors or governors: Samua.1 Jones, Tom
Johnson, Robert M. LaFollette, Hiram F. Johns-on.

21. Compile a list of quotations by or about Jane Addams,
Joseph Pulitzer, and Susan B. Anthony.

22. Prepare a chart identifying tr,,nds in education and im-
1.1 tn. ! $
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23. Prepare atone or,two page report on the social and cul-
tural life of the late 19th century.

Objective #4: The .'student will increase in comprehension of the
changing role of the U. S. at the time of the 20th
century, both domestically and in its foreign
policy, by summarizing the material in the follow-
ing suggested activities with acceptable perform-
ance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

24. Construct a chart on the muckrakers in which you indi-
cate in parallel columns their names, the names of their?-

muckraking books., the evils they sought to expose, and
your proposals to correct such evils.

25. Differentiate between initiative' referendum, recall, and
direct primary. .

26. Compile a list of quotations from Theodore.Roosevelt,
Robert Taft, and 'Woodrow Wilson identifying what these
quotations reveal about the men and their ideas.

,27. Prepare a chart indicating in parallel columns ten
progressive laws passed during the administrations of
Presidents' Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilsori, identifying the
entire name of the* President during .whose administration
each law was passed, the situation that each law sought
to correct, and each.law's main provision.

28. Construct a ttme,line on the most important events 07
fecting labor frOnl 1890 to 1917.

//
29. Fill in on a map of the world European colonial posses-

sions.acquired between 1815 and 1914 and American colon-
ial holdings in 1914.

30. Differentiate between colony, protectorate, sphere of

influence, mandate, and trusteeships and give examples
of each.

31. Prepare a newspaper editorial stating America's position
in any three of the following affairs: The Spanish/
American War, Roosevelt Corrollary, Wilson's Mexican
policies, the Platt Amendment.

32. Outline in several paragraphs the present usefulness of

the Panama Canal.

33. Write an imaginary page in the diary of President Wilson
listing the reasons he wished to ask Congress for a dec-
laration of war against Germany in 1917.

I
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34. Construct a bulletin exhibit on World War If'.including
borrowed. or imaginary pictures, cartoons, slogans, and
newspaper headlines..

35. Fill in son a map 'of Europe the places in which Americans
fought in Europe during World War I.

36. Wrtte.an tssy 'on the status of civil liberties during
World War I. a

37. Draw a cartoon' showing'the attitude of Lloyd George,
Vittorio Orlando, Cremenceau and Pres44ent Wilson at
the Paris Peace Conference.

38. Be prepared to agree or disagree with' substantiation to
thls.statement: "Wilson was more responsible for Ameri-
ces rejection of .the League of Nations, than Henry
Cabot Lodge."' S

'39. Prepare an imaginary dialogue between a supporter and,
opponent of the United States entry into the League of.
Nations.

0
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.MAJOR OBJECTIVE .

.

,

c; . .;
,..

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE. 0-KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHANGES WHICH 'CAM'
ABOUT IN THE U. S. FROM THE END OF WORLD WAR I TO THE PRESENT

. DECADE "OF THE. 1970% BY COMPLETING IHE FOLLOWING LEVEL:WITH AC-
\ CEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER, .

. Ob"jectivc #1: The student will increase in cOmprehenifon of the
1920's, the'so-called "Roaring Twenties," prior .,

'to the start. of the Great Depression (1929). by
summarizing the material in the following sug-, e

gekted activities with acceptable performance .

determined/by the teacher.

4

Activities:

1. Prepare and develop a one-act play utilizing the songs,
*cos\tumei, and dances of the 1920%.

2. ,,Jrite a one or two page report recommending any two'
personalities of,,the "Twenties" for inclusion 'in either
the Hall of Fame or a Hall of Infamy." .

3. Write a poem giving your impressions of the Twentie$.

4. Compose a dialogue between a member of the KKK and a
critic Of the KKK or one between.a "wet" and a.",dry."

5. Write' an editorial expressing your reaction to tlhe Na-
tional Organization Act...of 1924 and the prohij9on
experiment.

6. Write at leas.t three newspaper headlines that would
V

identify the business'boom of the.tWenties.

7. Pretend you are a public relations man for one of the
industries that helped to. build the business booth for
the twenties and outline material for an advertising
pamphlet in which you indicate the progress made by your
industry and its contribution to American life.

Objective #2: The student .will increae .in comprehension of. the
Great Depression, its causes and life during its

e'l
duration by summarizing the material in-the fol-,
lowing suggested,,activities with acceptable per-
formance determiied by 'the teacher.

Activities:

8. Write a one-page report which identifies the effects of
the Great Depression on your local community.or city and

what was done to 'combat these effects.

9. Write an imaginary 'dialogue that might have taken place
during the depression between a Capitalist and a Commu-
nist or between Herbert 'Hoover and Franklin Delano
,)osevelt.

a
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fo. Draw a. diagram identifying tife chain reactions that led
to the Depression.

11. Draw a cartoon expressing your feelings on the Depression.

Objective #3: The student will increase in comprehensiorrof the'
steps, taken by T. D. Roosevelt during hiss first
2 administrations (1932-1940) to relieve the na-
tion of the Great DepresSion by summarizing the

- material in the following suggested activities
with acceptable performance determined by the
teacher.

Activities:

12. Compare and contrast the differences between the aims
and policies of the H. .Hoover and the F. D. toosevelt
administrations.

1

113. Develop and evaluate' criteria which you would establish
to relieve the social and economic problems of the De-
pression.

14. Prepare a list of controversial questions for dais de-
bate on the New Deal. .1

15. Draw a cartoon on the repeal of prohibition 4nd a sit
down started during that't.ime.

16. Write a letter to the,editor stating your reasons for
supporting the Wagner Act and the Social Security. Act.

17. Construct a chart Cf parallel alumns on New Deal legis-
lation-elisting in one column the law or agencies; the
second column, the purpose of each law; the third column,
the provisions or powers of each; and in the last column,
give your evaluation of each law or agency.

18., On the topic, "Resolved:. That Franklin Delano Roose-
velt was the best President of the United States,"
prepare a list of-aguments either in support of or
aga.i-n-s-tthis resolution.

19. Construct a chart evaluating the causes of the Great
Depression.

ci

20. Distinguish between "Old Ec nomics" and the "New Econom-
ics" by defining: laissez-faire, capitalism, and Key-
nesian economics.

21. Write a one-page essay on the effects of the depression
on American Society.
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22. Construct a chart classifying the purposes and main
phases of the New Deal.

23. .Draw a cartoon depicting the repeal of prohibition on
American Society.

24. Construct a chart on New Deal legislation and its agen-
cies. In column I, list the laws or agencies; in Column
II, interpret the powers af each; in Column III, ?valuate
the function of each law or agency.

Objective #4: The studeht will increase in comprehension of the
U. S. position in relation to the war years of
World War II (1939-1945) by summarizing the ma-
terial in the following suggested activities with
acceptable performance determined by 'the teacher.

Activities: \

25. Compose a one or two page essay interpreting the causes
for and events in the rise of Adolf Hitler to power in
Germany.

44

2.6. Construct i chart comparing the elections of 1916 and ,

* 1940. Include the candidate, issues, slogans,'and re-
s.ults.of each.

27. Construct a timetable of the ten most crucial events
of World War II and state why you had selected each one.

28. Compose a statement, such as the Four.Freedoms speech
or the Atlantic Chartei., outlining the major ideas which
would be included in any such proposal.

(%.

29. Prepare a chart outlining what should be included in an
ideal charter for the U. N.

Objective #5: The student will increase in comprehension of the
major developments during the post W. W. II

years to the present'by summarizing the material
in the following suggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Aceivities:

30. Locate on an outline map of the world major trouble spots
during the cold war.

31. Write an imaginary dialogue between any two of the folp.
lowing: (a) Tito and Stalin; (b) Chiang Kai-Shek and
Mao Tse Tung; (c) Truman and MacArthur;, (d) Eisenhower
and Nasser.
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32. Prepare a three-minute news broadcast on the invasion of
South Vietnam.

33. Compare the elections of )956 and 1960 by listing the
candidates, issues, slogans, and results of each.

34. Write an essay of two or three pages on the causes of the
Watts Riot and the protest movements of the 1960's.

1
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COMPREHENSIVE PROBLEMS

1. Up until the 1930's, all of the major,reform movements
in American history have been concerned with the loss
,either freedom or economic opportunity:

A. .Discuss the accuracy of this statement.

B. Contrast the goals of reformers since 19'2 with
those of the earlier reformers.

C. Do the political debates which mark Ahrican
society today reflect e clash of ol4Ir reform
goals with newer reform goals?

2. Thomas 'Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin
Roosevelt, and George 'McGovern have all shared the
title "liberal polit;iCian." Compare th'e political
go 1s .and the economic goals which each of these
me have tried to secure, and then proce0 to
ans r the following questions:

A. as liberalism changed i'ts meaning with the
passage of 'time?

B. Can it still be said that these men still share
enough in common to all be referred to by the
same label?

C. On the basis of your previous answers, give a
definition of the word liberal.

3. "The United States is a land of plenty, where any man

can substantially improve himself if he so wishes."

Drawing upon your general knowledge of American his-
tory, comment upon the above statement by applying
it to the 18th, 19th and 20th century experience of

the American people.

SOURCES:

1. For the'Colonial period:

James Henretta. "Economic Development and Social
/' Structure in Colonial Boston." and Mary

Quarterly, Vol. 22, 1965.

2. Jackson Turner Main. Social Structure in Revo-
lutionary America.l. 1965.
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2. For the 19th Century

tt

1. . Ray' Ginger. "Managerial Employees Anthracite,
1902: A Study in Occupational Mobility." Jour-
nal of Economic History, 1954.

2. Stephen Thernstrom. "Urbanization; Migration, and
Social Mobility in the Late 19th Century." From
Barton Bernstein (ed.), Towards a New Past: Dis-
senting Essays in American History., 1968.

3. tephan Thernstrom. Poverty and Progress: §ocial
Mobility in a 19th Century City, 1964. .

3. For the 20th Century

1. William Peterson. "Is America Still a Land of
Opportunity." Commentary, November, 1953.

2. Ely Chinay. "Social Mobility Trends in the U.S."
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. XX, April, 1955.

3. Seymor Lipset and Reinhard Bendix. Social, Mobility
in Industrial Society. 1963.

4. Occasionally, historians have taken one issue and have used
to describe the entire American experience. For example,

Frederick Jackson Turner felt that the frontier made Ameri-
cans a very democratic people, and, consequently, much of
our history is the story of a people concerned with in-
creasing their freedoms. On the other hand, Charles and
Mary Beard felt that American history has been the story
of a continuous struggle between the upper and lower classes
for power. Finally, David Potter felt that American history
is the story of a peopili concerned with acquiring material
wealth. He consequently felt that all of the nation's
Witical battles shouldbe viewed within the context of .

'how be:t't to acquire wealth. 'Making use of both your general
knowledge cif-history and Of\ the works cited below, comment
upon these three theses.

SOURCES:

1. Frederick Jackson)Turner.. "The Significance of the
Section in American History." Reprinted in Paul Glad
et al (ed.) The Process of American History.

2. Charles and Mary Beard. The Rise of American Civiliza-
tion.

3. David Potter. People of Plenty.
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5., It is often time assumed by students that wars are good
° :for the economy. Test out this idea by comparing the
state of the nation's economy for the five years which
preceeded each of its wars with the five years which
followed them.

Note: Your answers may be ch tied against .the ideas
presented by economic i 'orians on this sub-
ject by 'consulting Gera Nash, Issues in U.S.
Economic History.

V
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HISTORIOGRAPHICAL PROBLEMS

p. 1

Whenever historians' attempt to discuss why certain

events have occurred, they inevitably end up-dfsagreeing
with one another. Consequently, if one wishes to inquire

into the motives of 'political leaders, or into the ef-
fecti'veneiiPFertain policies, etc., it is necessary
to take a sampling of different historical works. This

approach to 'studying history is known ,as the historie-
grapihical approach.

/ All of the questions listed below have been designed
to introduce the student to this method of studying history.
In order to facilitate his study, major sources have been
provided.' The teacher can best decide upon the select :11

of problems and their appropriateness.

1. There are a number of historians who feel that through-
out our history the upper classes have used deceptive
tactics to gain positions of power,, and have subse-
quently used this power to exploit the lower classes.
(S .uch historians are known as Progressive historians
and New Left historians). One of the most famous
charges of this group argues that the U.S. Constitu-
tion was not designed to give us a better government,
but, ratherwas created so that the rich could gain
financially and acquire pol1itical power as well. tn

an extended essay, discuss the various "schools of
thought" which have surrounded this controversy.

SOURCES:

1. Gerald Grob and George Billias. Inter retations of
AELrialliiatont4.1.1, Volume I, 2n ed.,

2. Paul Glad, et al (eds). The Process of American History.

Vol. I, 1.969.

3. Earl Latham. The Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution. From the series, Problems in-Americark

Civilization.
.....

2. The 2nd quarter of the 19th century was a period which
wqnassed many reform groups, just as our present day

ddes. There were anti-slavery reformers, educational
reformers, temperance reformers, and even groups which

called for the overthrow of the industrial system and

( a return to the simpler life. Up until the 1950's
historia'ns had taken a very favorable view of these

groups; but, since that time, the motives of the re-
formers have been viewed with some suspicion. Discuss

the various views which have been presented on this
subject, and then discuss the relevance of these views

to today's reformers,
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SOURCES: ,

1. Gerald Grot and George Billias. Interpretations_of
AnexicanJilsfLori. Volume I, 2nd ed., 1972.

With the rise of the modern civil rights movements, interest
in the question of slavery has been re-kinoled in historical
studies. This is especi'a'ly tri:e. in relaton to the. question
of whether or not the south as a section could have done bet-
ter economically had slavery not existed. This question 'can,
be explorel in some detail .by considering such a volume as
that edited by Irwin Unger entitled: Essays on the Civil
War and RezonstructiOn, from the series: Essays in American
History, SiTTii7--

4. Like the 19th century reformers, the motives of many 20th
reforiber3, such as the progressives, is now being

debated. Write an essay which deals with the problem of
whether the progressives were a group of reformers who
simply wanted to restore the pasta whether they were a
group who sold out to business and simply used reform as
a cover; or whether they were genuinely progressive.

SOURCES:

1. Geral Grob and George Billies. Interpretationc
American Histor , II. 2nd ed., 1972.

2. Edwi Rezwenc. Roosevelt, Wilson and the Trusts. From
Prob ems in American Civilization series.

3. Art ur Mann. TP Progressive Era, From the American
Prc lem Series.

4. John Braeman. Essays on the Progressive Era. From
Essays in American History Series.

5. The New Deal is considered to be one of the most, if not the
most, important reform movements in American history. Yet
the charactp.r of this movement, or .0-at it really stood for,
is hotly abated. Historians disagree as to whether it was
an attempt to preserve American capitalist society or whether
it was an attempt to modify and thereby reform the system.
Write an essay .which details the main line of argument which
is employed by each side in this controversy.

SOURCES:

1. Gerald Grob and George Billias. Interpretations in
American History. Volume II, 2nd ed., 1972.

2. Edwin Rezwenc. The New Deal. From Problems in American
Civilization Series.

3. Frank Freidel, The New Deal in Historical Perspective.
From American Historical AssociationTiliPlets.
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Morton Keller. The New Deal. From the American
Problem Series.

5. John Breaman. Essays on Recent America: The 20's and
30's, From Essays. in American History Series.

\

6. Up unt 1 the 1550's, virtually all historians had assumed
the Sov et Union was solely responsible for initiating
the Cold War. Since that time, however, a cumber of writ-
ers have halleri3ed this view, arguing that the United
States should bear either partial or full responsibility
for originating the .conflict. This has led to a full scale
debate which has contilued to rage right up t the present.
Write an historiographical essay which details the views
held by the various schools of thought on this subject.

SOURCES:

1. Gerald Grob. and George Billias. Interpretations in
American History. Volume II, 2nd ed., 1972.

2. Paul Glad, et al (eds.). The Prv:esS of American
History, Volume II, 1962.

3. Paul Baker. The Atomic Bomb. From the American
Problem Series.

4.. Alexander DeCorde. New interpretations in American
Foreign Policy. FroiTEIrican Historical Association
pamphlets.
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THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENtI N OF BASIC ECONOMIC PRINCINES
AND CONCEPTS BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFOR-

MANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective fl: The student will increase in mprehension of basic
economic concepts and in partic lar the American economic
system by summarizing the materi 1 in the following
suggested activities with aCtepta le performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. Develop a paragraph aefining economics and i lude the various segments

that you feel should be Dart of the st dv of PcnnnmiCS.

2. List the five factors of production and show,the relationship
of each factor to the succeeding one. e

3. Explain or define in an essay the American economy as an
economy of exchange. The essay f`vuld include several dramatic
changes evident in the twentieth century.

4. Explain the phenomenon of "buy now, pay later" of the American
system.

5. Select from a given list of twenty countries the top five countries,
with regard to, the arinci ale of "standard of 1 ivirg, "

6. Draw a diagram showing tne movement of goods and services
through our economy as a circular flow. Include the three

principal sctors of the economy and the arrows that describe
this movement.

7. On an outline map of the-United States, locate and label the

parts of the country that have heavy concentrations of industrial

workers and those sections with predominantly farm population.

Objective #2: The student will increase his comprehension of the
4

economic concept of market price--by summarizing the
material in the following suggested activities with accept-
able performance determined by the teacher.
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P. Compose a one-page essay explaining the argument that the

market system has been criticized on the grounds that it

fails to provide those goods and services which do not

bring any profit.

.9. List the four major advantages and the four iiajdr disad-

vantages of the market system.

10. Prepare a five-minute oral report on the purpose of a

stock market, the operation of the New York Stock Exchange,

and the factors to be considered in buying stock.

1. Obtain a newspaper that contains complete stock market

reports and tilen explain what each symbol' and figure means

in the listing.

12. Prepare a brief oral or written report on stocks and bonds

as a good investment and whether it is ever wise to buy on

margin.

- Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehension of supply

and demand by completing the following activities with

minimum acceptable performance to be determined by 6

teacher-mac! tests.

Objective #4: The teacher will evaluate the results of a pre-evaluation

test administered to the students to determine treatment

and individualize instruction.

Activities

13. PRE-EVALUATION
Purpose: The purpose of this pre-evaluation test is to assistj

the teacher and student in determininr., if the student has gained

any knowledge of supply and "demand through his previous experi-

ences. This test is only used to determine to what extent the

objectives have been met by the student.

INSTRUCTIONS: You are to complete all the questions ori the test.

When you have finished the test, submit the test to the teacher

who will correct the test and consult with you on the results.

A. Fill in the blabks in each of the statements below with the correct

word or phrase:
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, is the amount of any good or service of-

fcr'd for sale atITT-Tiossible prices.

2.
: is the amount of any commodity that buyers

wilT-take at all possible prices.

3.
. brings buyers and sellers together to

exchange goods: and services.

A good must be \ and _in

order to have an economic vaTiii7---I'm--

'5.
means that most commodities such as

butter, wheat or shoes might each have a variety of prices at

the same time.

6. As the deaand of a product increases the prices .

7. Identify the type of curve shown in the graph below:

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Identify the circled point on the graph below:

8

6

5

4

3

2

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

B. Read the following statements and decide whether each statement is

true or false. Write the complete word of your choice next to

the number of your statement.

8.

O
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. * 9. During the Civil War the demand for more ammu-

nition caused an increase in the supply_of__

,ammunition being produced and consumed. .

10. The supply of agricultural products decreased

during the period between 1860 - 1900 because

the demand for those products decreased.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate comprehension of how supply

and demand are basic forces in the free enterprise system

by performing the following activities, minimum accept-'

able performance to be determined by scoring 85% accuracy

on a teacher..made test.

Instructions: The following activities will help you define and

explain the basic forces of supply and demand in the free enter-

prise system. You may choose any three or more activities you feel

will help you to accomplish the goal of this lesson. You may test

your progress in completing the goal by taking the self evaluation

test at the end of this 1 son. After you have completed the test,

the answer key will'be provi e for your use by the teacher. If

you have passed this test with 85% success you may proceed to the

next lesson.

Activities:
4

dIr

14. In the book American Economics (Seymour, George H.

Chicago: Denoyer'- Geppert Company, 1967) read page 6.

15. Using classroom, library, or home resources write the

definitions of the following terms:

a) supply
b) demand

,

.

c) economic good
d). free good ,

e) quantity on hand
f) market

.i.

g) scarcity
h) utility
i) all possible prices
j) competition

16. On one of the available bulletin boards in the classroom con-

struct the features of supply and demand. Use labeled newspaper,

magazine pictures and/or your own illustrations. Be sure to

include the following:

1
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a) Five economic goods or services.
b) One example of the supplier of each good or service.
c) One example of the consumer of each good or service. c

d) Three possible prices the economic good or service
can be offered.by the supplier.

e) Three contributions to the production of each good or
service.

O`The need Or want each prodUct fulfills on the part of
the buyer.

17. Using your knowledge of supply and demand from research in

the library, classroom and home resources explain in ..a

well organized 300-word essay why:

"A house is considered an economic good and\the air

we breathe is considered a free good."

Include the folloWing: .

a) Eight steps in the production of the, economic good.
b) Identity of the supplier and list four ways the price

offered is judged by the supplier.
c) Identity of the 'buyer and list four.. .considerations

the buyer makes in judging the possible prices of a par-

ticular house.
d) Description of the need or want of the buyer fulfilled

by the house.

.18. Illustrate and label a series of pictures yoU would use for a

short booklet you would ,create showing the supply and demand

view of an economic good.

Include the following in your booklet:*

a) A.labeled illustration of your economic good or service.

b) In a series of six.weil constructed, labeled pictures

show the contributions made to the production of that good

or service.
c) Make one labeled illustration of the place where that good

or service might be exchanged.
d) Make two labeled illustrations:

1. the supplier of the good or service.
2. the buyer of the good or service.

e) Meke one labeled illustration of they or want that good

or service satisfies for the buyer.'

ti

V.

a
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19. SELF EVALUATION: .

Instr4,ctions: ..

A,Ylace.an A by the 'number of the items you believe to be an

economic good in..the list. Place a B by. the nuilber, of the items

yclu believe to be a free- good in the list below:

1. wind.

2. bolts.

'3. electricity

4. cars

5. sea water

6. snow

7. drinking water

8. vase

9. rain

10. boats

W. Fill in the blanks with the correct term or phrase.

Name two qualities all economic goods possess in order to be

considered of economic value.

In order fors goods tobe produced by the seller there must
be a 13. for these goods; and in order
to fill the basic needs of a person a 14,

must be provided by the seller. The place. where goods and
services- are exchanged is'calLed, 15.

Objective v6: The student will demonstrate comprehension
of how the interaction of the forces
supply and derano creates economic activity
in the free enterprise system, minimum
acceptable performance determined by
scoring 80 accuracy on a teacher made

test.
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Instructions:
The following activities have been designed to help you demon-

strate and explain the resulting economic activity of the inter -

actioji between supply and demand.. There are five groupings of

various activities listed below. You are to choose one or more

activities from each of the five following groups, depending on your

understanding of the subject matter in each group. When you have

completed the activities, you may check your progress by takipg

the self-evaluation test at the end of this lesson. You may

correct the test yourself by asking the teacher for the answer key.

If yo9, have passed the test with 80% may then go on

to the next lesson.

Activities:
Group'I - Choose one or more of the following activities:

20. In the book American Economics (Seymour, George H. Chicago:

Denoyer Geppert 1967) read pages 6 and 7.

21. Observe the chart on supply and demand. ("The American Eco-
nomics Chart." Chicago: DenoverGeppert 1967).

22. View the filmstrip "Basic Economics''( Encyclopedia Britainica

Corporation). Note in any of the above activities the supply

and demand schedules, graphs, and explanations of both graphs

and schedules.

Group II - Choose one or more of the following activities:

23. Explain in a well organized 200 word essay:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

a) what the figure to the

.
left represents.

b) explanation of the repre-
sentation of the numbers on
the vertical axis and hori-

zontal asix.

c) why the line on the graph
descends.
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24. Construct your own demand schedule for a particular good or

service ofyour own choosing. Graph that demand schedule

on graph paper.

25. Teach another student what a demand schedule represents,

the parts of a demand graph, how to graph' a demand schedule

and why the line descends on the graph. b

Group III - Choose one or, more of the three activities:

26. Explain in a well organized 200 word essay:

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

a) What the figure to the left
represents.

A(r/".
b) Explanation of the representa-

tion of the numbers on'the
vertical axis and horizontal

axis.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

c) Why the line on the graph

ascends.

27. Construct your own supply schedule for a particular good or

service of.your own choosing. Graph upply schedule on

graph aper.

28. Teach another student what a supply schedule represents, the parts

of a supply graph, how to graph a supply schedule, and why the

line ascends on the graph.

,

Group IV - Choose one or more of the three activities listed below:

29. In a well organized 200 word essay explain:

a) What the circled point repre-

sents.
b) If the supply increases.
c) If the supply decreases.
d) If the demand increases.
e) If the demand decreases.
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29. Choice II
In a series of five graphs demonstrate:.

a) The result of an interaction of supply and demand of any

good or service of your own choosing.
-

b) The result of an increase in demand.

c) The result of a decrease in demand.

d) The result of an increase in supply.

e) The result of a decrease in supply.

30. Teach another student what the result is graphically from an

interaction of supply and demand, the results of an increase

and decrease in demand, and the results of an increase and de%

crease in supply.

Group IV - Complete one or more of the following activities:

31. Simulate an auction for six-or more students using five

items of different qualities:

a) Using fake money, equally divide the money among the members

of the group.

b) Choose an auctioneer.

c) The auctioneer will start the bidding according to the

set prices on the items.

d) A discussion will follow the auction comparing the auction

to the interactions of the supply and demand in the market

place.

32. In the book Citizenship and Government In Modern America

(BaH, Harry and Moreland, Willis D. New York:TT-IT-Olt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc. 1966) read chapter 11.

33. Call a local retailer and ask him to address the class on:

a) How prices of items in a store are determined._

b) Why items are reduced in price.
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33. (continued)

c) when these items are reduced in price.

d) Why some items are reduced more than other items.

. e) How a retailer judges how much he must buy of an item.

f) How a retailer decides what to buy.

34. SELF EVALUATION:
Instructions: Fill in the blanks with the correct term or
phrase.

A. On a supply and demand graph)the horizontal axis represents

B. On a supply and demand graphithe vertical axis represents

C. The result of an interaction of supply and demand is

O. As the demand increases, the price

E. As the supply curve decreases the price

F. The graph belor shows a curve.

3

2.. 7"
1

t 4 ' 546
G. The graph below shows a

6

5

4

3

2

1

curve.

I 2 3 4 5

H. The result of an interaction between
and is a price.
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I. As the demand curve decreases the prices

J. As the'supply curve increases the prices

Objective #7: The student will increase his knowledge of how the supply
and demand of certain products during the period from

1
1 60 to 1900 brought about the rise of big business.
M nimum acceptable performance to be'determined by scoring,
with ccuracy on a teachermade test.
. .

Instructions: The following activitie?will help you be able to
write a paragraph on any one of five products that contributed to
the rise of big business. You may choose three or more activities
that are listed below. You may check your progress by taking the ..

self-evaluation test at the end of this lesson. You may correct

the test yourself by asking the teacher for the answer key. If you

have passed the test with 80% success, youimay go on to the post-
evalUation test.

Activities:

35. Read the selections from one or all ofthe fqllowing books:

a) Pages 281-297 The Stor of Our Land and Peo le (Moon,

George H. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall 960.

.b) Pages 300-309 America's Story (Wilder, Thomas

New York: Houghton Mifflin Company.1959).

c) Pages 162-184 The Story of Our America (Sou.thworth, William

T. New York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston 1954).

36. View the filmstrip on "A Picture History of the Civil War,

Civil War on the Home Front" (Encyclopedia Britanica Corpora-

tion 1968) and view "Our History 1860-1900 Economic Growth"

(Encyclopedia Britanica Corporation 1966).

37. Graph five products that from 1860-1900 grew as a result of a

need or demand.

38. List the need next to each product. Explain in five paragraphs

how each product was able to increase its supply.

.1
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.39. Illustrate by means of newspaper and magazine pictures or
your own drawings:

a) Six products that increased its supply from 1860 to
1900.

b) Label the need on each picture that was fulfilled by each
product.

c) For each product.illust4te two ways the supply was
increased to meet the demand for that product.

40. SELF EVALUATION 6

Instructions:

A. Read the following statements below and decide whether Bach
statem it is true or false. Write the correct word of your
choice next to the number of your statement.

1: The assembly line used in factories during
the period between 1860 and 1900 increased the
supply of goods produced by industries.

2. The Bessemer process increased the demand
for iron after 1865.

3. The consolidation of industries increased
the supply of the product of the consolidated in-
dustry.

4. Industries were forced to consolidate because
the demand increased during 1860 to 1900.

5. Large industries researched the demands of
society in order to supply its needs.

B. Place an X by the number of the items you believe to be products
whose supply and demand greatly increased during the period between
1860 - 1900.

1. automobile 6. coal

2. iron 7. locomotives

3. steel 8. jets

4. oil 9. radio

5. meat 10. telephone
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POST EVALUATION TEST

Purpose: The purpose of this post-evaluation test is to assist the
teacher and student in determining whether the student has met the
objectives of this learning activity package.

Instructions: You are to complete all the questions on this
test. When you have finished the test, submit
the test to the teacher who will correct the
test and consult with you on the results.

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct term or phrase.

brings buyers and sellers together to
exchange goods and services.

A good or service must be and

in order to have an economic value.

3, The demand curve and shows the quantities
of the good or service buyers are willing to take at various
prices.

4. If the price is low, the
small.

.1- 111.....1.10..111.

5. The consolidation of industries increased the
of the product of the consolidated industry.

tends to be

B. Read the following statements below and decide whether each
statement is true or false. 'Write the correct word of your
choice next to the number of your statement.

6. Large industries research the demands of society in order
. to supply its netds.

, 7. As th$.! sipply of a product increases, the prices increase.

8. A good Must be freely available and scarce in order to
have economic value.

9. All possible prices weans that most col,mdities such as
butter, wheat or shoes might each have a variety of prices
at the same time.

10. During the industrial period (1860-1900) the population
sh4ft to the cities put an increased demand on agriculture.
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C. Follow the directions given in the statements below.

11. Ir one or two sentences define supply.

12. In one or two sentences define demand.

13. In a short, concisOessay explain the forces of supply and

demand by:

a) the values an economic good or service must possess.

b) the result of the interaction of the two forces of

supply and demand.

14. In one or two sentences define price.

]54 Choose one of the products listed below. In a paragraph,

list the contributions this product made to the

growth of big business.

a) .steel

b) meat
c) petrolcal
d) coal
e) electricity

D. Complete the following problems:

16. Graph the following demand schedule on the provided graph

roper:

All possible price Quantities on hand

$4 11

$6 9

$8 7

$10 5

$12 3

17. Graph the following supply schedulq on the provided graph paper:

All possible prices Quantities on hand

$1

$3
6

$4 7

$8
10

$9
11

$13 15

40'
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18. Graph the following demand and supply schedules on the -

provided graph paper:

Supply
$4 2

$6 . 7

$7 8

$R 9

$12 14

Demand
-TT 15

$3 14

$4 12

$8 9

$11 6

19. What is the resultirig price of the interaction of supply and

demand in the above problem? (Problem 18)

20. Identify the type of graph the following figure represents:

1 3 4 5 6 7 8
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QUEST OPPORTUNITIES.

Instructions: After you have finished the. post evaluation test
successfully, you may want to further research one
of the following topics or you may research a
topic of your own choosing with thaperthission f

the teacher.

Activities:

1. Research and write a clear, concise four-page report on
three effects of the interaction of supply and demand on
products which have perpetuated the growth of business
after 1900.

2. Construct a bulletin board that illustrates the different
types of markets in the American free enterprise system.
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Objective #5: The student will respond positively to the question:

"Is-the stock market regulated too strictly?" as measured

by teacher observation of the student's arguments given

in class discussions.

Objective #6: The student will increase in comprehension of the concept

of the Gross National Product as a measurement ol economic

performance by summarizing the material in the following

suggested activities with acceptable performance determined.

by the teacher.

Activities:

41. Outline the Gross National Product to include the definition of

G.N.P., components of G.N.P., and government contributions to

G.N.P.

42. Prepare a five-minute oral report on the several components of,

national income.

43. Construct a circular graph on Gross National Product, using the

figuresavailable for the most current fiscal year..
ma'

44. Write a.one-page essay explaining the difference between each of

the following accounts: gross national product, natima1.441come,

personal income, and disposable personal income.

45. List the most frequently studied economic indicators used to

forecast trends in the economy. Include two supplementary

lists containing the coincident indicators and lagging in-

dicators.

Objective #7: The student will increase in comprehension of how the

business cycle is used to determine the level of

economic activity by summarizing the material in the fol-

lowing suggested activities with acceptable.performance

determined by the teacher.

Activities.

46. Draw either a series of sketches or a cartoon strip showing the

different stages of a business cycle.

47. Prepare a five minute oral report on that phase of the business

cycle that you think we are in at present, with supporting 4.

arguments.

48. Write one paragraph explaining the differences between each

of the following sets of terms: boom, contraction; accelerator,

multiplier;, nvestment, consumption; easy money, tight money.
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-49. Construct two graphs on the business cycle: one showing

induitrial production for each of the past ten years and the

other construction contracts for the past ten years.

Objective #8: The student will respond positively to the question:

"Are booms and depressions inevitable in our economic(

system?" as measured by.teacher observation of the

student's arguments given -in class discussions.

Objective #9: The student will increase in comprehension of these

concepts--full employment, price stability, and economic

growth--by summarizing the material in the following

suggested activities with acceptable performance deter-

mined by the teacher.

Activities;

50. Explain in a written statement or oral report the statement

that "full employment is not possible without inflation."

51. List and briefly explain three ways in which the government

could use its monetary tools to reverse the trend during a

period of recession.

52. Explain the differences between the federal government's

fiscal policy and its monetary policy.

53. List and then explain the various sections of the federal

government's Employment Act of 1946.

54. Summarize in a five minute oral report why the statistic per

capita GNP in constant dollars is preferred to total GNP in

current dollars.

55. As the preSident of an emerging nation, write a one-page

essay stating your economic policy, including plans for

increasing productivity, and increasing aggregate demand,

and maintaining political and social stability.
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ENRICHMENT PROBLEMS
iNf

1

Problem 1. "A nation's economic system is a reflection of
its history, its social institutions, and the

times." Illustrate this statement by referring

to (A) the United States, and (B) one foreign

country. 4

Problem 2. in terms of the laws of supply and demand, ex-
plain each of the following: (A) the dif-

ference in price between diamonds and rhine-

stones (rhinestones are glas's copies of dia-
monds), (B) the difference in .price between

today's and yesterday's newspaper, and (C)

the difference in price between roses in
January and roses in June.

Problem 3. The Federal Government has played an import-
ant part in stimulating productivity. What

has been the significance alJeach of the
following in this regard? (A) patent laws,

(B) p rotective' tariffs, (C) federal programs
to ai education, (D) tax laws which give

give dustries spec -'al deduction when they

purcha e.new machinery, (E) scientific and

tech loyical research programs.

Problem 4. Answer the following fiye qUestions for
(A) the single proprietorshfp. (B) the
partnershipt'and (C) the corporation:

1. How is the business formed?

2. How long will the business last?
3. Who is liable for the 'debts of the busi-

ness?
4. Who manages the everyday affairs of

Now

business?
5. Now does the business obtain capital?
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' MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE ECONOMIC CONCEPT
OF PRODUCTION AND pONSUMPTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES BY COMPLETING T' OE

FOLLOWING LEVEL WIN-ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase in comprehension of; the concept
of production by summarizing, the material in the follow-.
ing suggested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

grP

Activities:

1. Listand define the five factors of production and then show the
relationship of one factor to another.

2. Outline the sources of rising productivity in Ain- American
Economic System.

3. Consteuct a table depicting the Law of Diminishing Returns. The

statistics used should demonstrate, the "point of negative

returns."

.4. Elaborate in-a one-page essay upon the reasons why the jnited

States leads the world in production.

Objective #2: The student will increase his comprehension of the con-

cept of automation and the promise and problems caused

by this phenomenon of industry by perfor:ming the follow-

jng Activities, acceptable performance to be determined
by the teacher.

Activities.

5. Define the term "automation including the major steps in history

of the development of the term.

6. Discuss the statement "technological unemployment should only

exist as a temporary problem if government and industry help

provide solutions".

Objective #3: The student will increase his comprehension of the new

business form -- the corporation -- and the stock market

by sum-larizing the material in the following suggested

actiti ies with acceptable performance determined by

the teacher.

Activities.

7. List the advantages and disadvantages of the individual proplgtor-

ship and partnership forms of business organization.
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8. Define the corporation form of business organization including

the major advantage of such a form--limited liability.

9. _Construct a chart showing the organization of a corporation
from the stockholders down to the workers.

10. Explain the difference between the ownership and management

of a corporation.

11. Wine the term stock market; explain the difference between

security, exchanges, commodity markets, and the over-the-

/ counter mark:A.

12. Write a one-page essay comparing and contrasting preferred stock

and common stock.

13. Compose an outline showing the relationship between corporations"

and bonds including the difference between mortgage bonds and
debenture bonds.

14. Obtain a newspaper that list the reports of the major stock ex-

changes in the country and interpret it from the listings of the

prices of corporation stock and the other symbols included;

15. Discuss the wisdom of investing in the stock market. Include

comments received from interviewing a licensed broker.

16. Explain why a seat on the New York Stock Exch

/
nge is considered

a valuable asset.

. 17. Write a one-pagb essay on the steps necessary in completing a

stock transaction.

18. Discuss in 'everal paragrapns factors that are considered in

buying and selling stock, including speculation, selling short,

and bear and bull markets.

Objective 44: The student will increase in comprehension of large-scale

production, monopoly, and government controls by summarizing

the material in the following suggested activities with ac-

ceptable performance determined by the teacher.

Activities.

19. Explain why American businesses have grown larger and larger

in recent years.

1
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20. Discuss the difference between variable costs and fixed costs

giving several examples of each.

21. Define the term "economics of scale" by listing the several

major facts or factors that comprise this term.

22. Write a one-page essay defining the term "automation" and the

promise and problems caused by this phenomenon of industrial

production.

23. Define the term "monopoly" in relation to its role in

the American economic system.

24. Outline the various forms of monopoly showing the historical .

development of these forms and include an example of each.

25. List and define the antitrust laws that have been or are being

used to regulate monopolies in the United States.

26. Explain why legal monopolies have been established by government

including the purpose of public utilities, patents', and copy-
.

rights.

e 27. Define the four major forms of business and combinations:

horizontal, vertical, circular, and conglomerate.

28. Outline the history of the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the change in its powers since its beginning.

Objective #5: The student wp1 increase in comprehension of the role

of the consumer in the American economy by summarizing the

material in the following suggested activities with ac-
,

ceptajzle performance determined by 'he teacher.

,Activities:

29. Define the role of the consumer in the type of economic system

used in the United States and the consumer's effect on the

total economy.

30. Explain the difference between primary wants and secondary wants

as used by the' consumer.

: 31.,Recite Engel's Law from memory.

32. Explain the difference between money income and real income.

33. De'fine the term "cost of living" and give examples.
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34. Interpret the Consumer Price Index and explain how it is flomposed.

35. Define the term "discretionary spending" And give one example.

36. Compose a one-page essay on "standard of living" including

reasons why the American standard of living is the highest

in the world.

37. List four reasons why consumers buy what thy buy.

38. Explain the-role of advertising in television and in the press,

and then state its effect on the consumer.

39. List four social and psychological factors that influence con-

sumption including "conspicuous consumption".

40. Identify and define the 'role of several, federal , state and

local government agencies that were created to protect the

consumer.
- 0.0

41. Compose a one or two page essay on Ralph Nader, including all

past and present works accomplished by him for consumer pro-

tection.

42. Prepare a budget on your own personal income and expenditures.

1
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Problem 1.. Frank.Diazwanted to invest $5,000. One
possibility that interested him was the

bonds of a newly formed toy company that
pledged its factory and equipment as se-
curity and would yield him a return of

10 per cent on his investment. The other
was the common stock of a compely that has '

been doing business for over sixty years.
00) Which investment (the bond or the
stock) seems to offer the greater de-
gree of safety of principal? (b) Why
might Diaz purcha-se the bond?-(c) Why
might he purchase the stock?

Harry Smith feels that a certain' company's
common stock is underpriced at its cur-
rent level of $15 per share. Frank Jones,
however,.is 'certain that the stock is over-

valued. Since both these men speculate in

the stock market they undertake to act on
their convictions.' Neither of them owns
any of the.company's stock at the present
time. (a) Assuming that each plans to
deal in 200 shares, what action will' Smith
and Jones take in their speculation? (b)

Which one of the two is the bull? the bear?
(c) Three months later both speculators
decided to c19se out their. transactions.
The stock is selling at 12 1/4; (1) What
action will each one take? (2) What
were the results?

Problem 2.

Problem 3. A manufacturer of portable radios has a plant
capacity of 100,000 radios per year. Over-
head costs' are $500,000 per year, in addition
to which there are variable costs of $10 for
each unit produced. Sales have been running
at 50,000 units per year at a wholesale selling
price of $25. Recently, a large mail-order de-
partment store offered to purchase.an additional
50,000 radios a year which it would market under
its own name. Itt offered to pay the firm $20

per radio. ! (a) Should the manufacturer accept
the offer? Explain. (Assume that he continue>
to sell the 50,000 units to his other customers
at $25 each). (b) Suppose that the department
store offered to buy the entire output of
100,000 radios at $15 per radio. Should the
manufacturer'accept the Offer? Explain.
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In a large city most of the record shops
charge the same prices for their records.
Competition, however, is quite brisk, and
one store frequently advertises on the
radio. "(a) Since all four stores are
charging the same prices for their mer-
chandise., what techniques might each one
adopt to differentiate its service from
the others? (b) What kind of competition
does this illustrate? (c) Advocates of
other economic systems have-argued that
it is wasteful for firms to compete in
the sale of indentical products. Give
two arguments to counter this point of
view.

In 1961, in a case involving America's
leading electrical equipment manufacturing
companies, it was revealed that these firms
had been meeting secretly for as long as
15 years to fix prices on some of their
products. In their defense,fsome of the
firms argued that the price fixing was
necessary in order to avoid competition
that could reduce priiTits, force some corn-.
panies to reduce operations, and cause un-
employment. (a) Explain this argument.
(b) Do you agree with it? Why or why not?

Although the United States has traditionally
been committed to the principle of free en-
terprise and the market system, it has
adopted qUite the opposite philosophy in
the case of the public utilities. These
firms are told what they may charge their
customers, where they may operate, and the
kind of service they must maintain. (a)
Why might not plablic regulatory agencies
be willing to grant rate increases re-
quested by public utilities. (c) Under
what circumstances would you say that the
power company serving your community would
be entitled to a 10 percent increase in its
electricity rates?

(a) "People seeking.to borrow money should
shop for the credit just as they would for
merchandise." Explain this statement. (b)

Some persons argue that lenders should be
limited by the government as to the amount
of charges that they are permitted to levy
on their loans. Other persons claim what
a seller can charge for his merchandise.
What is your opinion? Explain your answer.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS COMPREHENSION OF THESE ECONOMIC CONCEPTS--

LABOR, TAXATION, MONEY, AND BANKING--BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL

WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE'TEACHER.

Objective al: The student will increase in comprehension of the concept

of .labor, its unions, and its relationship with Manage-

ment by summarizing the raterial in the following suggested

activities with acceptable performance d#Limined by

the teacher.

ActiviMb

ties
Aw

1. Describe the size and composition of the labor force in the

United States today.

2. List the four ;iajor factors that affect the suLTly of labor.

3. Describe in one or two pages the early labor movement in the

United States up to and including the Knigtits of Labor.

4. Explain in a dritten report the rise of the American Federation

of Labor and the role of Samuel Gornpers in its formation.

5 Define the term "collective bargaiiiin9" and give one example.

6. List the three major provisions of "bread-and-butter" unionism.

7. List the major aspects of the Wayner Act and the 'rational Labor

Relations Board.

8. List the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.

9. Exhlain the difference between vtediation and arbitration in

labor-management relations.

10. State the purpose (If a strikr in collective bargaininQ. Exolain

why the uc.e of a strike is not desirable 1D: labor or management.

11. Describe briefly the national orqenizatior of the AFL-CIO.

12. List and define the various kinds of iho!, organizations avail-

able under U.S.Labor regulations.

13. Ex7lain and aive at least three exeiDles () frinie benefits in a

Tabor contract.

14. De.-)crit-: it ftdrt thNA: (if tn(7, Pr_.V1A', no longer w)ed in

labor-management relations.
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The student will in-.rease his comprehension of the
concept of public finance and the role of govern-
ment by summarizing the material in the following
suggested activities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

9

15. List the five major reasons why government expenditures
have risen so sharply in recent years.

16. Prepare a sample budget of the Federal government 'show-
ing the major areas of expenditures and receipts.

17. Give as many reasons as you can why education is the
top expenditure for most state and local budgets.

18. Describe the expenses of national security in the Federal
budget.

19. Substantiate the fact that local and state highway ex-
penditures have increased eightfold from 1946 to 1967..

-20. List the four major functions of taxatloo in bur economic
system.

21. Explain Adam Smith's view on the characteristics _of a
good tax system.

22. Compare and contrastjwith examples of each] progressive,
proportional, and regressive taxes.

23. Explain the difference between indirect and direct taxes
and dive an example of each.

24. Identify the major taxes paid on the federal, state,
and local levels of government.

25. Complete the Federal income tax form 1040 with given

information.

26. Define excise taxes and identify those commodities so taxed.

27. List the provisions of estate and inheritance taxes on
the federal and state. levels.

28. Explain how and why corporation stockholders are subjected'

to "double taxation."

Objective #3: The student will respond to the statement, "thc
government should reduce its economic activities
as much as possible," as measured by teacher ob-
servation of the student's arguments given in
class discussions.
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Objective J4: The student will increase in comprehensioo of these

economic conceptsmoney, credit, and banking--
by summarizing the material in the following sug-
gested activities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities:

29. Outline the development of the use of money from the
barter system to today's currency.

s4

30. List the three functiAns of money in our economic system.

31. Identify and def4ne several necessary qualities of monel.

32. Describe how currency is produced and distributed in the

Unit,d states.

33. List and describe the major kinds of banks and other
financial institutions available in the U. S. today.

34. Compose a sample balance sheet of a'commercial bank

showing the assets and liabilities of the bank.

35. Explain the function of the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation.

36. Define the three bases of eredit that are used by lend-

ing institutions.

37. Explain the difference between personal and commercial
credit and give one example of each.

38. Identify and define the four most widely used credit.
instruments in the Afilerican economic system.

39. Construtt a map labeled with the twelve districts of
the Federal Reserve System.

40. List the major services provided by Federal Reserve banks.

for member banks.

41. Write and endorse a sample check commonly used in demand

deposits.

42. Describe. the route of a check from the time it is writ-

ten until it is r4turned to the sender including the

role of the clearinghouse.

43. Explain the.operation ofttie loan system between Federal

Reserve Banks and their member banks and the function

of the discount rate.
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ENRICHMENT PROBLEMS

Problem 1. Consider the fyllowing fpur workers: (1) a

unionized printer, (2) a farmer with six
years of schooling who recently arrived in
the city,-(3) a negro carpenter, (4) a chemi-
cal engineer. For each of these: (a) ex-
...plain two factors that are likely to, influence
the wages that he will receive, and (0) would
you say that any of these workers is in need
of special government assistance? Why or
why not?

11'.
ProbleMr2. The labor union movement in the United States

has developed a pattern of years of growth
followed by periods of decline. (a) With i
reference to the period either from 1900 to
1920 or 1935 to 1957, account for the growth
that took place in the labor union movement
at that time. (b) With reference to the
period either frot 1920 to 1933 or 1957 to
1963, summarizt the factors that would ac- .

, (-473

count for the decline in the labor movement
during those years.

Problem 3. In recent years there have been increasing
numbers of strikes by public employees such
as teachers, transit workers, sanitation men,
and municipal hospital workers. In many in-
stances these were in violation of existing
laws which prohibited such strikes. (a)
Giie two reasons why many states and the
fedeIal government have prohibited strikes
by their employees. (b) .Should bus drivers
working fora city-owned bus company be pro-
hibited from striking? Bts drivers working
for a private company..? Explaik your an-
swers. (c) Do you berieve that g&vernment
employees have the right to strike? Defend
your answer. 'If your answer is "no," what
form of machinery do you think could be used
to settle a dispute between a government and
its employees? (d) Why has this become a
serious problem in recent years?

Problem 4. (a) Do. you think that labor unions should con-
cern themselves with controversial issues that
are not directly involved with conditions of
work, for example, the war in Viet Nam, th.:
draft, crime, and civil rights? Explain your
answer. (b) Select one current issue on which
labor leaders have expressed themselves. (1)

Identify the issue and the Union position.
(2) Explain why you agree or disagree that
unions should have adopted this position.
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Problem 5. (a) Local and state highway expenditures in-
creased eightfold from 1946 to 1967. How
would you account for this change? What
would you. expect the future trend to be?
'Justify this prediction. (b) .Local and
state expenditures for public welfare in-

,* creased more than 50 times between 1927
to 1967. .How would you account for this?

Problem 6. Throughout history, the mos,t. popular form
of money has been gold. (a) Give three
reasons why gold has been such a popular
form of money. (b) what would happen to
the -value of gold if-it were discovered
that it could easily be made,at home on
the kitchen stove? Explain your answer.
(c) Suppose that a nation has issued
gold coins and that for some reason the
value of gold is now riving. What will
the holders of the gold coins most likely
do with them? Explain your answer.
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MAJOR OBJECTIVE

i
THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE GROWTH AND
STABILIZATION ...)F THE AMERICA EU,NOMIC SNSTEM BY COMPIETINC, THt
FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERF,ORMANCE DETERMINED BY THL
TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student will increase in comprehension of the
various economic activities,:the government en-
gages in by summarizing the' material in the fol-
lowing suggested activities with acceptable Per-

e determined.by the teacher.

Activi 'ies:

1. L st the major sery ces provided by local and state'
governments.

2. I entify the five majo' economic activities of govern-
ent and give an exampl- of each.

Give the main arguments for d against public power
projects such as TVA.

4. Prepare a chart showing various government agencies that
regulate industries.

5. Draw either a series of sketches or a cartoon strip
showing how the Federal Government helps the farmer,
the small butinessman, and the consumer.

Objective #2: The student will increase in comprehension of the
ways by which governments obtain necessary funds .

for operation by summarizing the material in the
following suggested activ es with acceptable
performance determined by\ e teacher.

Activities:

6. Identify three factors that must be considered in de-

fining taxes.

7. Differentiate between a license fee and an assessment.

8. Prepare a chart of at least eight taxes'showing whether
the tax is levied by local, state, or national govern-
ment, whether the tax is based on benefits received or
ability to pay and whether the tax is a direct or in-
direct tax.

9. Draw a cartoon showing how hidden taxes may affect a
family's standard of living.
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10. List those banks which must belong to the Federal Reserve
System and those banks who ma,r choose to join the Federal
Reserve System.

11. State the requirements member banks of the Federal Re-
serve System must meet.

12. Explain how Federal Reserve Banks increase and decrease
the supply of money in circulation according to, demand.

13. Define discount rate and give one example.

14. State three ways by which the Federal Reservi System
can influence the lending power of member banks.

15. List the conditions under which the Open Market Committee
might,order Federal Reserve Banks to sell government
seCurities.

16. Write a two-page essay in which you explain how an in-
crease or decrease in the discount rate affects the
ability of banks to make loans.

17. Explain how raising and lowering he reserve require-'
ments affects the lending capaci y of member banks.

18. Differentiate,with examples, a inflation, deflation,
and depression.

19. Draw two cartoons, one showi g the conditions of the
average consumer or family d ring inflation, and the
other during a period of deflation.

20. Elaborate upon the dangers of \oth inflation and de-
flatioA.

21: List the things an individual can do to protect him-
self from the effects of inflation and deflation.

f
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ENRICHMENT PROBLEMS

Problem 1. In regent years, states and localities have
had increasing difficulty in meeting the
rising cost of government. (a.) By comparing,
their sources of income with those of the
federal government, discuss the reasons. Why-
they are having these financial difficulties.
(b) What proposal would you suggest that
would help states an,d,:localities obtain ,

adequate revenues?

Problem 2. One of the principal functions of the Federal
Reserve System is to provide the nation with
an "elastic currency." (a) Define "elastic
currency.' (b) Describe how the Federal
ResermISystem fulfills this responsibil.ityl.
(c)SuPpose that the nation's money supply .

were required by law to be equal to the
amount of gold held ,ey the government, and
that paper money:apd coin were circulated
strictly in accordance ftith this formula.
HowiNcould-this differ o.oii). an elastic cur-
ren6Y? What problems would be created by
such a system. .

Problem 3. Occasiohally, the assertion is madthat
"full employment is not possible,41thout
inflation." (a) Explain therreaning df
this statement. (b) Do loo agree with it?
Wh' or why not?

AO
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CONSUMER EDUCIATION

MAJOR OBJECTIVE I: The Consumer and the System Jo

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE,CONSUMER'S
ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM.

Objective.#1: The student will Cncreise in compre-
of the role of consumers in

he United States economy by perform-
ng the following activities with
acceptable performance to be deter.:-

9 fined by the teacher.

Activi 1

..,.... .

1. Define the term consumer and describe his
'role in ourifree-enterprise system.

2. Draw a cartoon demonstrating one way you
serve as a consumer.

3. Explain how scarcity of goods and services
creates an economic problem. 4

4. Prepare a list of five secondary or non-ea .
sential wants and the approximate dollar
cost of them between the present time and
the time you are graduated from high school.

5. Explain in a paragraph the chain of events
that would result in this country if con-
sumers suddenly stopped buying.

6. Predict the effect on the country's economy
if teenagers drastically changed the spend-
ing habits and spent half of what they usually
spend in a year..

7. Compare the consumer decisions of American
teenagers today with those of fifty years ago.
What pressures do today's teenagers have that
influence their decisions?

*appears in both the Jr. and Sr. high school guides
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8. Debate the topic: "Life was better fifty
years ago." Be prepared to debate both pro and con.

9. Define.and explain each of the four factors of
production--land, labor, capital and management.

10. Taking any three items in the room, trace b.ack
and chart how each has been affected by the above
four factors in its-journey froM its original
state to its present state.

tl. Ns:int out four ways in which modern production
in a large factory differs from old-fashioned..
production.

....' 12. Construct a diagram showing. how ;goods a.nd ser-
vices movie through our economy in a circular
flow.

OLjective o2: The.student will demoristrate an ii..crease
in rompresshension of the major proaleis
confronting consumers by performing the
following. sugge_ted activities with ac-.
ceptable performance deterNined by the

. teacher.

Activities.

13. Compile a list of problems that the average con-
siftrier has to deal with in today's business world.

14. Collect five newspaper articles dealing with
various consumer problems. For eacn article,
summarize the issue in question fora; and then in-
terpret the problem.

15. Draw up a set of simple rules by wnich a consumer
can avoid poor consur,er practi ,es.

16. Interview a representative from tne State Attorney-
General's office, the better businessebureau and
the Rhode Island Consumers Council and list
the most common complaints they handle.
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17. Explain what is meant by "bait-amd-switch?"

Objectivej3: The - student will disply comprehension
of how advertising .influenes the con-,

.sumer by pe)forming the following sug.-
gested activities With acceptable per-

Activities
formance determined by the teacher.

18. Why would an advertisement for three 'rooms of .

furniture for.$115.0 be considered bait?

19. Investigate and the,r. prepare a repOrt on the
present law dealing with bait-and-switch.

20. Ttlink of a case, real or imaginary, which il-

lustrates the problem of bait- and - switch.
Present it to'the cla,.s for analysis.

21. Ask your parents and friends to furnish you a
list of goods they purchased within the past
week. Along with each item, ,find out iftheir
decision to buy the item was influenced in any
way by some form of advertising.

22. Construc/,. a bulletin board'display: "The Media
of Advertisi.ng"--use.examples uncier such cate-
gbries as television, billboa'rcW, radfor.
aways,.m'atchbdoks, catalogs, fliers, magazines,
and newspapers.

23. During. a 60 minute television program, find out
how much of the total hour was used. up by ad-
vertising. Chart out the entire program and
be ready to share your findings with the class.

24. Compile clothing advertisements that.are direct-

.
ed toward teenagers and evaluate then in terms
of how they affectc'uuying habits of teenagers.

25. Write out an advertisement in a form whiCti would
appeal to members of your class.

26. As a member of a 1.wo-or three-student group,
write up and act out a simple "commercial" in

class.

.27. Interview five local storeowners and find out
why they sometimes put items on sale at a loss.

28. Debate on the following topic. 'Resolved, that
T.V. advertising is harmful to the average con-
sumer." Prepare pro and con arguments.
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29. Concentrate onone particular period in history- -

the 1930's, fo'r instance--and gather samples of

,ads during ,that period. Then analyze them in

terms of how they reflect the social trends and

living standards of that period.

30. Obtain a copy of an -old Sears, Roebuck catalog --

- 1899 on 1903, for instance, and, based on this,'

list and price the' furniture and fixtures you
would need in your present bedroom. Compare

this with one using today's catalog.

.Objective #4: The student will evaluate the importance
of maintaining. sound banking habits as
measured by teacher observation of the
student's responses to .,the following

activities.

Activities .

31. Explain in what respect a bank is similar to any
other 'business.

32... Write a one page report on the effect on 'our com-

S

munity if banks suddenly closed with no other
similar institutions to take their place.

33. ' I you have a savings account, describe how the

account was opened, when in`.erest.is paid, 'whit

the interest rate is, and for what purpose you

. _ .are_sAmpg.

34. Find out from your parents, relatives or friend

what type of savings account they have and if

they )ctually know what percent of interest the,

are receiving on their account.

'35. Differentiate between a commercial bank and a

savings bank. What consumer services does each

provide?

36. Commercial banks are sometime.so-alled "department
store'' banks because they offer such a wide
variety of services to the public. List these

services.

37. Compare the interest rates that are paid to de-

positors on savings accounts in savings banks
with rates paid on deposits in commercial banks,
credit unions, and other financial institutions.

38. Through class discussi,,, identify thP difference

between time deposits and demand deposits.
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39. Compare the interest costs on consumer loans
obtained from a commercial bank, a credit
union, a sales finance company, and a personal .

finance company.

40. List he adVantaqe', of using cnecs inl,tead of

cash for paying pills.

.41. Help prepare a bulletin board display illustrating
the check clearing process.

42. Do you recommend kg....pr9 cancelled checks' in-

definitely? State-*.yucur reasons.

Objective #5: The studentwill respond actively to the
statement, "Buying on credit-- Is it a
blessing or a curse?"--s measured by
teacher obtervation of the student's ar-
guments given in class discussion or in
debate and by successful completion of

the following activities.

Activities:

43. Investigate and report to the class the reasons
why people buy items on credit.

44. Write a report on the following topic: "How

would my life be different if credit did not

exist?"

45. List the advantages and, disadvantages of buying

on credit.

46. Explain \n e paragraph why consumer credit often

becomes Ane of our major problems.

47. Analyze a newspaper and see how ma, y advertise-
ments mention the possibility of credit purchases
Clip them and bring them to class.

48. Find out why many merchants are more anxious to .

sell tovoL, on credit terns rather than for cash.

49. Obtain an applilation for a charge account from a
retail store and fill it in co;r.pletely. Report

to the class on the procedure used for carrying

charges.

50. Interview a credit official and find out the dif-
ferences among tne various forms of inter'st com-

putation:

51. Make out a list of legal obligations that a bor-

rower assumes by signing a credit contract.

Draw a cartoon related toqtrebit buying and,its
proble.s The class-will then analyze and cilcuss

52:

it.
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53. Make up your own list of rules for wise credit
buying.

54. Research our state's consumer c cc `t laws report-
ing especially some of the most recent changes.

55. Look up both the Federal and our state's "Truth-
In-Lending",laws and report on the provisions of
these laws to the class.

56. Investigate credit c,rd organizations such as
Diners Club and American Express and find out just
how they make money.

57. Develop a crossword puzzle using the following
terms as answers. You have td write out the clues
and construct the puzzle.

Answers: credit, creditor, repossess, chai.oe
accounts, carrying charge, easy
payments, character, capacity,
garnishment, Truth-In-Lending, col-
lateral, credit cards, installment.

Objective #6: The student will display comprehension
of the concept of personal budgeting by
performing the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities
58. Find out from an adult what form of budget is

used in his or her household. Report your
findings to the class..

59. Interview a manager of a bank or credit union
and find out the types of money problems that
are encountered by individuals who fail to es-
,tablish plans for managing their money..

60. List the steps necessary in working out a per-
sonal budget.

61. Draw up a budget for your own personal expendi
tures for one week.

62. Discuss how spending habits can be improved based
on the information obtained from the above project.

63. Write a report on the following: "The budget is
your financial conscience."

64. Conduct a survey of teenage spending habits and
find out how teenagers finance their clothing
budgets.
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-65. List the differences and similarities between a fimily
budget and a governmental budget.

66. What'does the government do when it is short of funds?
Can individuals do the same?

G7. Expla in what must be done with a budget if income
proves to be less than was originally expected.

68. Select.en -imaginary, but realistic, salary you
would receiie for a e.p:,cific job. Deduct taxes
and then plan a budget for the rest of your income.

Objective #7: The student will display knowledge of the
general principles of consumer,purchasing
by performing the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activities!

69. Interview merchants or sales persons and comoilp
a list from them on "Tips for the wise shopper."

70. Draw a series of skelches or a cartoon strip con-
trasting wise and un ise buying habits.

71. Be prepared for a class discussion on the fol-
lowing topic: "Is price the only factor to con-
sider when comparison shopping?"

72. Compare the prices of several items in each of
the major types of retail stores. To what extent
do they differ? ,,ni.cn offers the best Lion,
service, warranty, etc.?

73. Discuss the reason why many people will shop in
. a small "one\man'2 stora Lesen if tne price may be

higher.

74. List the provisions of the Truth-in-Packaging
Law of 19E:6. How doe'.:.; this law nelp the consumer?

75. What meaning does the following statement have in
relation to pacL.;ir.::? Mover jsid;i.! a book by
its cover.

76. Discuss the added costs to consumers of fancy and
unnecessarily expensive pacaginl.

77. Tell why each piece of information on a label is

78. Should j L:y bn
Explain your answer.

tiSt it is d .1.JarQainf

79. Now does timing your purchases make you a wiser
consumer?
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.80. Be ready to discUss in class the pros and cons
of the following questionable, yet widely held
beliefs:
A. "You get what you pay far" that is, ifrice

alone is a relidbl guide to quality.
B. "Y,ou can be sure if it's " that is,

brand 'name alone is a reliable guide to
quality.

81. Compare prices of goods in a store which offers
trading stamps with one which does not offer
stamps. Report your findings.

82. What unit-pricing? How does it help the
consumer compare prices?

83. Bring to class three food packages or cans. Con-
struct a unit price label for each item.

84. Take a survey of .teen-agers and see how special
occasions such as Christmas, Easter, and school
social affairs influence buying habits. How do
clothing stores prepare for these special Oc-
casions?

Objective #8: The student will demonstrate an increase in
his comprehension of the importance of life
and health insurance by performing the foi-

1 wing suggested activities with acceptable
rformance determined by the teacher.

p.

Activities

85. Prepare a chart showing the major types cf life
insur ce and give an eAplanation of each.

86. Write a rdport on the following statement: "Life
insurance should really be called family insurance."

87. Explain the difference between a straight-life
policy and an endowrcw. policy.

88. Why does term life insurance cost less than other
types of life insurance?
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89. What are the advantages of taking out life in-
surance at an early age?

90. Help prepare a bulletin buard using a life insur-.
. ance policy. Label the i1nportant terms to reem-

ber such as face, pretbium, type of policy, acci-
dental death benefit, grace period, etc.

91. What is the primary purpose of health insurance?

92. Investigate the different types of health insur-
ances offered in Rhode Island and report your
findings to the class.

93. Obtain copies of sample health insurance policies
and discuss the various types of coverage provided.

94. Interview a relative or friend who has health in-
surance and recently used it for an illness.
Find out how much money was saved by having th.e
health. insurance.

Objective #9: The student will increase in comprehension
of legal problems which effect consumers
by performing the following suggested ac-
tivities with acceptable performance de-
termined by the teacher.

Activities

95. Define and give five everyday situations that in-
volve contracts.

96. Explain why 01 agreel:.k.nts art: not contracts..

97. List ai.d explain each of tic five elements neces-
sary in eacn contract.

98. Obtain copies of f ,ritten cc::tract; possibly
from rompers of your taHily of rrienus. Lxa:aine
each of the contracts to identify each of the five
elements of the contract. Prepare :1 report in
which you list your findings.
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99. Search the newspapers and locate five court cases
. involving contracts. Determine the questio' Of

controversy in each case. Then analyze the case
in light of each of the five elements of a.'con-
tract.

100., What is meant by "age of majority"?

101. What is the age of majority in Rhode Island?

102. Name some conditions in which a minor may be held
to a contract.

103. Write a one page report on the following topic:
"The law is a shield to protect minors. It should
not be used as a sword."

104. Discuss the reasons why it is desirable to employ
the services of an attorney-before signing impor-
tant contracts.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE II: The Consumer In The Labor Market

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE CON-
SUMERS ROLE IN TODAY'S WORKING WORLD.

Objective #1: The student will increase in comprehen-
sion of the factors which affect the
supply of labor by performing the follow-
ing sugosted activities with acceptable
performaLce determined by the teacher.

Activities.

1. Explain the difference between a skilled and un-
skilled worker. Give ten examples of each.

2. What factors may affect the supply of labor?

3. Explain how supply and demand affects jobs.

4. How does supply and cremand affect wages?

5. Why are employers willing to pay higher wages for
scarce skills?

6. Be ready to discuss the relationship between
one's educational level and future earnings.
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7. Predict five occupapors which in vo,Ar

will need many more workers in twenty ',ears.

Objective 42: Th# student will respond poiitively to the
economic principle "the law of least social
cost", that is, a worker is most likely to
succeed if he engages in those activities
for which he is best fitted and in which
ne finds enjoyment, as measured by the
teacher's observation df student interest

-.shown in class discussions or in brief'
3-5 minute oral report with acceptable
performance determined by the teacher. .-

Jpjective #3:: The student will analyze the types of
compensation available and how they are
determined as measured by teacher evalua-
tion of a 3-5 minute oral report following
the completion of the following activities.

Activities-_
S. Explain how the wages of labor are determined.

, Explain how the three basic methods of wage pay-
ment operates:
(1) timework (2) piecework (3) incentive wage.

10. The average total income received per person will

vary widely froo state to state or from one geo-
graphical area to another. List four or five rea-
sons for this wide variation in per capita income.

11. Investi9ate the hourly wage rates in your community
for ten classes of workers, such as carpenters,
painters, or lawn-care men. Report your findings
to the class.

12. rind out the present trend in wages and how

present wages compare with wages five years ago.

13. Prepare a report to the class on the contents of
th.e Fair Labor Standards Act.

4
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1.4. Construct a graph on the relationsh)p'that
exists between the number of years of school
completed and the money income or wages an in-
dividual receives.

15. Be prepared to 'discuss the following: "Should
there be a guaranteed annual wage?"

,ihat are the 'arguments in favor of raising the
minimum wage? The a'rguments against?

Explain what a fringe benefit is.

Prepare a list of all t4 fringe benefits of-
fered to workers in this country.

19. Estimate t$ie dollar value of the pre-sent ,fringte
benefits received by one membe!' of your family.

Objective r.4: The student will display knowledge of toe .

procedure one should follow in the process
of getting a job by completing the following,
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

Act ii ties

20. Interview a local businessman to determine what
is looked for in job applicants:- Write out your
findings and report to the class.

21. Interview a representative of your state or com-
munity Employment Service and find out his views
on the correct method of apclying for a job.

22. Formulate a list of rules you .s,ould follow in
order to have a successful interview.

Examine newspaper want ads for tne kind of job ycu
would like to get. List the stets you would then
take in order to yet that job. .

24. Obtain a copy of any employment plication blank and
fill it out. Draw up a lis,t of questions that you do
not understand about the application blank.
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25. Be ready to discuss any experiences you have
had in "getting a job."

26; Most workers are at times uncertain about their
ability to make progress in their robs or even
of keeping them. Interview two or more workers
you know and question them to find out why this
is true. Prepare a list of reasons given. .

27. Research and reporteon the followillg projects:
A. Training programs under Manpower UeveLcipment
e and Trainigg Act.
B. Job Corps.

Objective ,f5 The student wi.11 increase in comprehension
of the concept of 'abor unions and their
contributions.to modern America by completing
the followingRuggested activities with ac-
ceptable performance deterpined by the teacher.

Activities

28. Interview your parents, relatives, or any other
acquaintance who works and find out if they are
union members and ask them to explain to you
what their union does 'for them. Report your find-
ings to the.class.

29. How ,would you, as a, worker benefit from belonging
to a union? what 'would be the major disadvantages?

.1

30. Be ready to discUss the following in class: "The
factors v,hich led tr., the creation of unions no
longer exist and thus unions are no longer necessary."

31. Construct a-diagram showing the difference between
a craft union and an industrial union.

32. Write a two page report on one of the following persons,
listing his contributions to the labor movement:

A. Samuel Gomeers b. Joan L.fLewis C. Eugene Debs

33. What are some of the chief c-ruses of strikes?
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34. In most cases, a strike hurts both the employer and

the employees, but theystill go on. Draw up an

alternative solution to the strikp.
4

35. HOw does the strike Olustrate the statement

"In unity there is strangth" ?

/=
'36. Write a speech pretending to be a union leader

who is urging members to goon strike:

37. Write'a report and be ready to present your reasons

to the claSs. on the following topic: "Should

public.emplioyees hav'e the right to strike?"

, 38, 'Give some examples where a strike by public ern-

plgyees could endanger public health.and safety.

'3g. Investigate and report on a recent strike-examining

,=the issues, the events, and the results. Using

- the resuits!of the strike, evaluate the effective-
. !less of the strike.

40. find ten newspaper or magazine articles
dealing with controversial labor issues.
the'articles and bring them to class.

41. Prepare a chart comparing techniques used by labor

and by employers during disputes. ,

42. Be prepared to debate on the sul?jeq,t of compulsory

arbitration, .

43. Explain why the Wagner Act has: been called "Labor's

Bill of Rights ". . .

44: Construct a chart for display, listing all the

major federal labor laws with dates..of passage and

their provisions.

Objective #6: The student will evaluate ehe contributions

of Social Security to society as measured by

*teacher observation of the student's responses

to each of the following suggested activitiei.

10-
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Activities. O

45. Explain seine of the reasons why you think tWat
changes which have taken plece tn t::e last hun-
dred years have caused c_ocial *security laws
become necessary. .

46.. Explain the procedure 'wouldohave to follow .

in order to oLtain a social .security number.

47. Write a letter to the Social Security Administra-
tion on behalf of your parents to determine the
current standing of their account.

r

48. Predict the effect upon our local , state and
federal go'vernment's spending if soci al security
Insurance prOgrams were discontimad.

49. 'Interview retired relatives presently receiving
social securi.ty and find out if they feel the
amount they are presently receiving is enougn to
,live on. Report your findings to the class.

50. What is unemployment insurance?

.2

51. Find out what procedure one has to follow in
order to collect unemployment insurance.

52. Who pays for unemployment insurance ultimately?

53. If an employee is out of wcrk because of a strike,
can he collect unemployment insurance? Explain
your answer.

54. If you were revising the Social Security law, what
benefits and coverages would you add or drop?

MAJOR OBJECTIVE III: Business Enterprise

THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF THE OR-
GANIZATION AND OPERATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISE IN
AMERICA.

4

t .

.
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Objective #1: The student Will display comprehension of the

two most common forms' of business organization,
sole proprietorship and partnership, by per
Jorming the following activities with accept--
able performance to be determined by the

teacher.

Activities:

1. To what kinds of business is the sole proprietor-
, ship best suited? Why?

2. List the /principal characteristics of, the sole

proprietorship.

3. A. What are the 'mljor ad.vantage.s of the sole pro-

prietorship?
B. What are the dtsidyantages?

4. If you were engaged in a business, indicate three

possible:
A. advantages of your having a partnership.

4., disadvantages of your paving la partnership.

5. If you wanted to go into business would you goat
it alone or find a partner? Explain the reasons

for your choice.

6. What is the difference between a general partner
and silent partner?

7. '.Conduct a survey of your neighborhood. List all

the types of small businesses present, finding out
if they are sole proprietorship or partnership.

8. Explain how a franchise business operates.

9. Make a study of a franchise business in your

neighborhood. Report your findings to the class.

Objective #2: The student will evaluate the operation and
the advantages of the corporation as measured

by teacher observation of the student's re-
sponses to each of the following suggested

activities.
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Activities

. .10. What are tne major differences between a cor-
bporation and the sole proprietorship or partner-

\
ship forth vf, business?

11. Draw d flowchart shoveng the organization of a
typical corporation.

12. If a corporation can operate. efficiently with
ten thousand owners, why is it not possible for
a partnership to do the sanie thing?

13. Explain how a corporatio. is formed.

14. What is the difference between an open corpora-
tion and a closed corporation?

15. -Draw a flowchart showing how a-corporation dis-
tributes its profits.

16. From
.

a proper state official, a local bank or a
'Tawyer, or some other source, obtain information
as to the requirements in your state for organiz.ing
a corporation. Make a list of tse requirements
and procedures.

17. -,Draw up a crossword puzzle using the following
words as *answers and then construct clues for
the answers:
'corporation, share, stock, dividend, board of
directors, speculation, stock exchange, mutual
fund, proxy, charter, lde)ility.

13. Give your opinions asto why you think most large
companies are organize! as corporations.

Objective p3: The student will' display knowledge of the
cyclic nature or' economic activity in the
United States.-dy perf:)rming the following
activities with acceptable performance deter-
mined by the teacher.

Activities

19.. What is meant by the term "business cycle"?
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A. Identify'the phase represented by each letter.
B. Which part pf the cycle would you prefer to-

live? Why?
C. Characterize the present state of the economy

and locate it on the curve.

21. Construct a chart showing the business cycles in
thil country from the 1850's to the present.

22. Read'and report,on a recent magazine article deal-
ing with business conditions and the business.
cycle To find such articles, see listings in'
the "Readers Guide to Periodical Literature."

23. Draw a series of sketches or a cartoon strip
showing the different stages of the business cycle.

24. What role shoula the government play in controlling
changes in the nation's economic activity?

25. Prepare a chart showing how each of the following
is affected during each phase of the business
cycle.

A. Wages
B. Profits
C. 'Prices
D. Employment

E. Sales
F. Credit
G. Interest rates .

H. Production

26. State the differences between a period of prosperity
and a period of inflation..

i. Wnat is meant when we say that inflation feeds
itse:f?

28. Draw a flowchart to illustrate Lhe wage-price spiral.

29. Interview people who lived through the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930's. Find out hoy, they adjusted to
the economic situation of the country. Report
your findings to the class.

ow,
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30.. Form a committee to write and produce. a script
about the 1929 stock market crash and the Great
Depresion, following the pattern of a documentary

television progqam.

.31. Suppose you were President of the United StAtes and

when you took office the country v.as deep id a

depression. What steps would you :take to get us

out of it?

Objective #4: The student will respond positively or
negatively to the statement: "The govern-
merit has nn business in business" This re-.

. polite will be'measured by teach( evaluation
of student interest as shown by statements
given in class discussions or in'a 2-3 minute

oral report.

Objective #5: The student will demonstrate an,increase in
his comprehension of the role,of the govern
ment in our economy by performing the-follow-
ing suggested activities with acteptahle per-
formance determined by the teacher.

0

32. Why are certain go4ernmental functions and activities

cal lend public 'services?

Describe the major services provided by local and

state governments.

34. Yaxes have been called "the price of civilization."
Explait, in a pa'ragraph what is meant by this state-
ment.

35. Be prepared for a debate on the graduated income

tax. Lake either stand to prepare for the debate.

36. Prepare a chart showing variou: government agencies
that regulate industries. For information consult
the ULited States Government Organization Manual.
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37. Draw t*L..JiS w. or cartoon strip
.

showilii L'1.3 1.aderal ,Jovernmont helps the fer-
mer, L.usinessrian, and the .consumer.

38. List c:v.. services that you can enjoy
today which were not available to your greet-
grandparenl.s.

'39. Prepare a 'chart or poster showing on cne hand the
specific demands of cc!rtain econoRic groups for
governmental regulations and on the other hand the
gbvernmental regulations enacted to meet these de-
mands.

40. Make a study of your community to determine the
extent to which services are provided. by your
local government.

41. Give illustrations of services and products pro-
vided by the government that probably would never
be provided b'$' private business.'

Objective #6: Thestudent will evaluate the economic featules
of capitalism when compared with other economic
systems as measured by teacher observation,.of
the student's responses to each of the follow-
ing suggested activities.

42. Prepare a chart showing the main economic features
of capitalism, communism, socialism, and fascism,

43. Point out ways in the-economy of the' Soviet
Union contains elements of capitalism and in what
ways the economy of the United States contains
elements of socialism.

44, Now are prices and wages determined in a 'free
economy? In a. totalitarian economy?

45. Be ready to report to the class on how the
economy of the Soviet Union operates.

46. Draw i series of sketches comparing the life of a
consuoer in the United States with the life of one
in the Soviet Union.
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47. Prepare a list of economic advantage, a citizen
of ,a democarcy enjoys that a citizen under a
dictatorship does not,'

48. Read and report to the class on a recent magazine
article about another coLntry's economic system.
Consult listings in the f;eaders' Guide to Periodic

Literature.

49. Cite some specific exaTples of the ownerstp of
productive wealth by governmental units in 'the ,

United States. Are they forms of socialism? 8e

ready to defend your answer..

50. Imagine yourself in the role of a leader of a

developing nation. Write out a master plan for
the development of that country.

Objective #1: The student will increase his compre-
hension of the governmental agencies
which aid consumers by completing tire\

following level witheacceptable p ,r-
formance determined by the teache

MAJOk OBJECTIVE IV: Agencies Which Aid The Consumer

THE STUDENT WILL INCR-ASE HIS COMPREHENS:ON OF THE MANY

GOVERNMENT AND NON-GOVERNMENT AGENC'ES WHICH AID CON- .

SUMERS.

Activities.

1. Investigate and find out how the Rhcde Island Con-
sumer's Council aids consumers in tie state of

Rhode Island.

2. What is the main purpose of tht. Consumer Affairs

Unit of the state Atto"rney General's Department?

3. Investi;:a:e and report or the following latis which

have been passed in Rhode Island over the years
that deal witn consurer p.rotection.

0

4
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C. Uti'ieier. SH..1. Off

D. WatPred Proaucts
Unord,ve. ana f.lrchandise

F.. Creait Card Crime Act.

4. Prepare a consume c'omclaint form.which would be ap:
ropriate for otainitio the information necersairy.
for the investigation. of a complaint.

5. Interview a reiii.eSentative of the Consumer Affairs
Unit of the .state Attorney General's Department.
and find out how their complaints'diffqr from
those'of the R.I. Consumers' Council. Report your
findings to the class.

6. Interview a.representative of .your local small
claims court' and find' out the.type.of cases that
are heard in this court. Report your.findings to
the class.

Jb 40 P. 22...

7. Look up the fiair-trade laws and discuss arguments
for and against from the viewpoint of (a) the
consumer, (b) the retail merchant, and (c) the
manufacturer.

Objective #2: The student will display knowledge of the
Fed:ral Departments which enforce con -

sumer protection by performing the fol-
. lowing suggested activities with accept-

! able performance determined by the teacher.

Activities

8.. Hilow does the Department of Commerce serve the
dobsumer?

9, Read and report to the glass on a recent magazine
article dealing with the Federal Trade Commission
and their never ending battles with false adver-
fr,ising claims.

10. /Interview a local Tuperfrarket manager and fifid out
/how often a representative of the Food and Drug
Administration visits his store and exactly what

/ he does do when he visits.
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11. Find out how the Federal Food,.0rug, and Cos-
. metic Act protects the consumer.

12. Assume that you buy a product through the mail
from another state on the basis of an advertisement
in a ma.gazine and find that the product does not
'conform to the quality or the description in the
advertisement. List the steps you could take in
order to get' yoJ1A money back.

13. Find and bring to class any toys which you think
are unsafe. Be ready to present your reasons to
the class onwhy you consider the toys "to be unsafe.

Objective. #3: (tie student will display knowledge of the
non-governmental agencies that are available
to the consumer by performing the followieg
suggested activities with acceptable perfor-
mance determined by the teacher.

Activities:

14. What kind of information oes .the consumer need
to know about the product or service he is con-
sidering?

15. Write a report on the achievements of Ralph Nader.
The report should focus on how he has helped the
consumer.

16. Interview several supermarkbt managers and find
out how they try to protect their customers.

17. Outain a copy of Consumer Reports and be ready to
discuss this publication with the class.

18. Write to, or visit, the Better Business Bureau in
your community. Find out how the Bureau works for
the consumer. Discuss your findings with the class.

19. Find out what "acceptance" of a dental product by,
the Council on Dqntal Therapeutics means,.
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20. In most large cities how can a person obtain flee
legal advice or assist'ance?

. 24. itam, some libels of independent testin4 organjzAtions
or associations that are guides to quality. Bring
some products to:class which display these labels.

0

I

I

0

a
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..,PiYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

r/MAJOR OBJ.CTIVEI:

-

THE,STUDENTOILL LEARN THAT BEHAVIORAL SCIENCEk-JS-ONEliTHOD
OF UNDERSTOING HUMAN BEHAVIOR aY.COMPLETINruTHE FOLLOWING
LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DU/ERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Objective #1: The student'will know that much of human be-
havior is apparently orderly, patterned, and
,lawful and therefore susceptibi.e-t-o-,-scientif..
is study.

Note: Bibliographical references appear at the end of tht*--.
section. Superscript numbers refer, to such
ences.

-Activities le

I. Read article #15--It-Th7e C&se-of the Watir Witches," .

in lotrodu 4-6 to the Behavioral\Scierrees,4 ind
summa. 4e the evidence offeredoin support of they

t.-authoros belief in dowsimg. .. \
\

.
. N,

. ,
., ,

.
9 ,

,

2. After' i:eading Article #1, determine to 4Wat ,extent

e,
the evidence offe\red.is convincing? Scientific ?'..

t

\3k.- Read and study Cl.A'ss Handout. #11 and thpn analyze
.

the evidence offered.

Objective #2 The student will know that the major differ-
ence bet..en behavioral science and natural
science _is in the nature of the subject mat-
ter rather than the method.

Objective #3: The student will comprehend, given: sufficient
information about an investigatory orccedure,
the extent to which the procedure is scien-
tific.

Activities

4. Participate in the experiwent, using Filmstrip 1,
part 1, "Heads of Women."

. Objective #4: The ,student will comprehend that the experi-
ment, the sample survey, and the case study
are the principal research methods used in
the.pehavioral sciences.

iT

Activities

5. Read article #5, "How Behaw3oral Scientists Work,"4
. and summarize the three kinds of studies u;ed in be-

havioral sciences, the experiment, the sample survey,
and the case study.
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6. View Filmstrip #1, part 2,l'and discuss what types of
,. data each test is designed to produce,

Objec tive'''#5: The student'will apply knowledge to.a given
problem or hypothesis in the development'of
a "small research project yielding relevant
data evaluated by teaihv-student critique.

Activities

7. /Take Personality Test #11 and after receiving the
analysis of it evaluate the scientific procedures
used..

8. ,Select a topic or deiise an hypothesis with the help
of the instructor and vtilizing the iix steps of in-

. quiry attempt to solve' the problem or test the hy-
.

poth.gsis.

MAJOR OBJECTIVE II:

TkESTUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE ANDCOMPREHENSION OF
PREJUDICE AND ITS ,EFFECTS/BY COMPLETING THE FOLLOWING LEVEL
WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY THE TEACHER.

Object ive #1: The student will be able to develop a workable
definition of prejudice' and discrimitiation.

'Activities

1. Read Article #41,4 and summarize the author's view on
race

View Filmstrip 7, "Race and Culture,"1 and develop
'generalizations about each of the. frames in the
strip, Be preparecrto discuss then) in class.

Objective #2: The student will Income familiar with the gen-,
eral classifications'of race that are commonly
used today.

Objective #3: Given'a variety of photographs of racial' and cul-
tural groups, the student will be able to induce
the generalization that physical differences
among men do nDt determine cultural differences.

Activities

3. 4ad Ac cle #434 and be ready .to discuss the results of
.

the tests given to U.S. Army personnel regarding race,
region and intelligence.
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Objective #4: The `student will synthesize available icien-
tifio-,iaformation to formulate a conclusion

'pertainfWV,to the presence or absink! e of

significant. differences in intelli/gence '

among h,mman races.

Objective #5: The student will Ise,able to distinguish be-
tween tests that are%i.el.ativelyv"culture,
free" and those that are culturally biased,
and to be able to devise items for both,
kinds of-tests,

Activities

4. Compl9te Class Handout #13 1
, and bp prepared to dis-

cuss which items test intelligence and which test or
reflect culture' or previous learning. d

,..

5. Participate lin a 'Cultural Bias Test' and be prepared
to discuss rts implications in class.

* /
, 4

6. Complete, fhe "Ethnic oroUp adjective check lis 4 and
. .

be prepared to discuss this list in class.

' Objective #6,: The student will be able to give.evidence that
1. prejudice is a learned phenomenon. \\*

Activities

7. Read Article #46
4

, and be able to describe .the method
used to gather information about :racial attitudes and
self-concepts of very young children.

8. View Filmstrip #8, "Draw Me a Person," and be pre- .

pared to analyze the art work _of the children as they
respond to the request, 'draw me a person'.

Objective'#7: The student will be able to discuss the various
degrees of prejudice and specify which' are most
resistant to modification, and why such is the
case.,

Activities

9: View the Filmstrip, "Seeds of Hate," part & 2,1 and
be prepared to take the p.os..t-viewing Assessment Inven-
tory.

10) Afex- viewing the filmstrip, "Seeds of Hate, part 1

2,-4' list the following: A. the five sources of preju-
dice, B. the four degrees of prejudice, C. the four
costs of-prejudice, D. the five ways 'of revealing
prejildice.
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11. View the film, "The Hangman," and, then write an analy-

Os Of the. poem in your own words:

MAJOR OBJECTIVE III:

.

THE STUDENT WILL,INGkEASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF
ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR, THEIR P'.OSSIBLE CAUSES AND TREATMENTS, AND THE
IMPLICATIONS OF ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR FOR SOCIETY, BY COMPLETING THE
FOLLOWING LEVEL WITH ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE, DETERMINED BY THE
TEACHER. s'

0

,,Objective #1: The student will be able to develop and relate
a definition of abnormal behaviors.

Objective #2: The student will be able to describe the five
main varieties of. behavior disorders.

Activities

1. Read material illusthi.rcig examples of disordered per-
sonalisties4 thei list and describe the five major' .

varieties of disorder.

Objective #3: The student will learn the-general character-
istics of Autism and be able to identify then
in a given 'case, study).

. Activities

2. Read Article #34, "Joey: A Mechanical Boy, .14 and do
the following:

.

a) List some -of the probable caUseg'suggested in the
article.

b; List and describe the kinds of behaior which suggest
that Joey is suffering from Autism,

c) Summarize the treatment which was employed in Joey's

case.

Objective #4: Given a case study involving one of the five major
behavioral disorders, the student will be.able,to
identify the correct abnormal behavior.° '

Activities P

3.. View the filmstrip, "Two Studies in Schizophrenic Art,"1
and be prepared to discuss the psychotherapist's inter-

,pretations of Joey's drawings.

Objective #5: The student will gain knowledge ofothe various
methods now being employed in the treatment of,

abnormal behavior as measured by a teacher-made
test.
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4. Interview someone who has worked with Autistic child-
. ren and report findings to the class. (Bradley Hospi-

, tal program of Behavior Modification, Providence, R.I.).

. Objective #6: The student will be able to relate some of tne
major problems encountered in treating mental
'illness- in our sta,e and private institutions.

ti

Activities

5. Read Article #35 4 and summarize the possible causes
of schizophrenia.

6. Read Article #36, 4 "Treating Schizophrenics," an'd sum-
marize the various types-of Psychotherapy and Somatic
therapy.

7. Listen to ttecbrd, Side 1, Band 3, "A Psychotherapeutic
Interview" and be preparb..to discuss the interview
and the techniques used.

8. Read Article 37; "Treating Schizophrenia4. A Behavioral
Approach," and explain how conditioning therapy dif-
fers from other fbrms of psychotherapy.

9 Read article, "Effects of Deprivat.ton of Love,." case
Mistories at Bradley Hospital, Providence Journal, and
summarize tht article's' main points as to causes of
the problem and possible therapies. Be prepared to
discuss your summaries in class. .

4i0.' Read Case Study #1,"Barbara Y,"4 neurotic reactions,
and be prepared to relate the chief characteristics
of neuroses and the chief causes of the patient's prob-
lem as presented in the study.

11. Read Case Study #2, "Kitty G,"4 character dtsorders,
and be prepared to relate the" chief characteristics of

character disorder and the causes of the patient's
problem. dri!

12. With members of the class on individually, visit-and
toyr the Howard complex in Cranston and report on your
tour to the class.

13. Take a tour of a mental illness treatment center and \'

write an essay on "Problems of.treating mental illness
at

".

14. The student will undertake a researdh project to inveWti-
gate*at least one effect which abnormal behavior has
upon, our society, i.e criminal behavior, juvenile de-
linquent behavior, deviant social behavior, etc.
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THE STUDENT WILL INCREASE HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONCEPT OF UTOPIA,
MAN'S DREAM OF A PERFECT SOCIETY, BY EXAMINING' THE IDEAS OF
SKINNER, HUXLEY, THOREAU, AND OTHERS.

Objective #1: The student will comprehend that behaviorism is
a theory which focuses on producing or eliminat-
ing behavior through a system of positive and
negative reinforcements.

Activities

1.- Read Articlt-#56"A Behavioral Utopia,"4 and summarize
ihow behaviorism is used as the basis of Skinner's

Utopia, Walden

2. After reading Article #56,4 write a short essay on how
American children learn the lessons of their culture,
and the extent that reinforcement is used.

Objective #2: The student will know that the principles de-
rived from behavioral research, have been used
as foundations fora vision of an ideal society
or Utopia.

Objective #3: Given examples of explicit Use of behaviorist
techniques to socialize children, the student
will be able to recognize the .use of behavior-
ist techniques in the training of American
children.

Activities

3. Read Article #57, "Controlling Human. Behavior-I,"4 and
summarize Skinner's argument in defense of a society
controlled by behaviorism.

4. Write a short essay on one of these two Oestions: "If
everyone is controlled is freedom possible?" Or: 'Is
freedom possible without controls on everyone?"

Objective #4: The student will comprehend that in.dividual be-
, havioral scientists are influbnced by their

values in decidirg how their/findings should be
used.

Objective #5: The student will analyze other Utopian thinkers
who suggest a variety of methods to' achieve their
idea of a perfect society.
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Activities

5. View the film,, "Conflict," and be nrepared to discuss
its implicati3Ons.

04-
View the filmstrip, "Free Will and Utopias, par:t 1, "

Man Fi.ee?"4 °Be prepared to discuss the concepts of
free will, determinism, freedom, operant conditioning,
and conscience.

7. Views the filmstrip, "Free Will and Utopias, part'Ir,
"Utopias ,"4 which examines the ideas of Moore, Plato,
Bacon, Thoreau, Skinner, and H4fley. Be prepared to
compare and discuss their ideao.1 society, control,
individuality, democracy, equality, and social order.

Read a Utorian novel of your choice, 1/C11 as Huxley's
Bra4 New World, Orwell'is 1984, Skinner's Walder II,
Plates ReraTT, and write a report examining the ,

author's view of a perfect society.

Objective #6i The student" will be able. to relate his own
ideas on what a perfect' society. would be,

- \\and the methods-needed to reach such a state
. qt Utopia.

Activities.

9. Write a repot" in' which you create what you feel is a

perfect society':-.Be as explicit as you can and include
the methods needed to reach your stated goal. Be pre-
pared to defend your ideas.

T
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BEST COPY AVAILABLEDRUGS

1

Objective #1: The" student should ,be able to define a drug and
.

distinguish botweon2.drug uce"and drJ0 abuse by
.

performing the following ..ictivities to th'e sat-

\ isfaction of the teacher.
Activities*:

, A

1. Define in writing a "drug".

2. Participate in a small group discussion on the differ-
enca between drug use and drug abus'e

3. Identify, through various (..asq stiel:e- prepared by the
teacher, drug users and drug abusers a :d compare inter-
pretation Ath other students in th_ class.

Objective #2: The student should be able to recognize the 'value
of certain drugs when used properly by performing
the following activities to the satisfaction of the
teacher.

Activities:

4. Prepare a list of .some of the coplmon drugs found in the
home and available without prescription.

5. State the beneficial, aspects of the :proper use of these
drugs found in the home.

Invite to class-and discuss with a pharmacist, the bene-
ficial aspects of proper drug use.

7. Invite to clasS and discuss with a representative of a
drugs firm, the beneficial aspects of drug use.

8. Research and discuss in croups such topics.as:
The role of the Pure Food a.ld Drri !.dministration;
pros and eons concning ar!yerti:;:-.(4 if drugs; and
other topi'cs related to tiiCproi:.cr cf r.:rugs.

9. Invite d doctor to class and discuss with hini the value
of do 19.s 'Jsed arl

inherent d:rq ?rs -L.;;; c.ruqs..

Objective f3: The student si:o%i'd a51:: to rElciee the history
of dr.19, fro 3nciE:w,!. to tnc prese,:.z
by petfortlin:4 tnu foilo4ing

Activi,tics

10. .Researth and prepare a report on the use of marijtiana

dating as far back as the ancient Chinese.
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11. Research anu prepare a report on the use of opium and
it's introduction to America:

4

12. Researgh and prepare a.report on the spread of narcotic
addiction in the Unitad States.

Research and prepare a report on the hallucinogenic 6

drugs used by various tribes for religious rites.
. .

14. Prepare a time -ling frOm, anti.quity to the present to
illustrate the use of drugs.

Objective #4: The student should be able to classify the
major drugs of abuse according to an accept-
able.scheme by performing the following ac-
tivities to the satisfaction of the teacher,

Activities f

15.' Prepare a chart outlining the major' categories of
. drugs -and examples in each category and include

common street names for each of the drugs.

16. Compare categories with other members of the class
to find whether some drugs may be placed'in different
categories.. t.

17. Invite a member, of the local police force to class
and discuss the major categories of drugs and examples
as outlined by the :laws.

18. Invite a pharmacologist to class and discuss the major
categories of drugs and examples.

19. Discuss 'in small groups any discrepancies arising in
the classification of drugs and the probable reasons
for them.

20. Participate in a field trip to the pharmacology depart-
ment of a local university to view drugs of use and
abuse being grown and prepared.

21. In a field trip to the pharmacology departmert of a
local -university, view experiments in progress in-

volved in drug research.

22. With the help of the teacher, arrive at a classifica-
tion of drugs which is in line with other members of
the class and which can be used for future reference.
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Objective #5: The student should be able to identify th0 physi-
°logical dangers'of drug abuse by perforqing the
following activities: I.

23. Discuss and prepare a list of the ways in which.drugs may
be introduced into an organism.ti-

24.., Define in writing: tolerance, physical dependence, ab-
stinence syndrome or withdrawal symptoms,..habituation,
and addiction.

25. Usidg an acceptable classification scheme, outline the
major physiological effects Of each drug, symptoms of
abuse, and symptoms of withdrawal, if any.

26. Invite a doctor to class and discuss with him the physio-
'logical effects of the major categories of drugs, any
side effects and dangers from abuse.

27. Inyite a doctor to class and discuss with him the dangers
to an unborn fetus of both the use and abuse of .drugs.

28., Participate in a field trip to Marathon Ho.ise of some
other local drug rehabilitation center to discuss first-,
hand the dangers of drug abuse.

2.9. Invite to class and discuss with a representative from
the local Alcoholics Anonypous Chapter the dangers of
alcohol abusej.

30. Perform supervised experiments on laboratory animals to
illustrate the physiological effects of different drugs.

Objective 46: The student shOuld be able to identify the alter-
ations to the nervous system resulting from drug
abuse.

I.

Activities
t.

31. Research and prepare a report citing studies of the ef-
fects of certain drugs on such things as, reaction time,
coordination, etc.

. 32. Research and prepare a report on the effects of certain
drugs .on the physiology of the human nervous system.

33. Using selected drugs, perform supervised experiments on
laboratory animals and compare results with researched
h,uman.response.

34. Invite a psychiatrist or doctor to class, and discuss with
them the response of the human nervous system to vari-
ous drugs when used and when abused.
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35.- Invite a representative from the State Department of Men-
tal Health to class and discuss the use of some drugs in
treating certain mental disorders.

Objective #7: The student should comprehend the legal aspects
of drug abuse by performing the following activi-
ties to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities

36. Invite representatives from the state and federal laws
governing alcohol, and drugs..

37. Summarize the major laws governing drug abuse andthe
punishmeflts for infractions.

38. Discuss in small groups the controversy over the legal-
ization of marijuana.

39. Participate in a debate the legalization of marijuana.

Objective #8: the student should be able to list and describe
some-of the ,reasons for drug abuse by performing
the following activities:

Activities

40. Participate in a field trip to a local drug rehabili-
tation center to discuss with some of .the representa-
tives how paths to drug abuse vary.

41. Invite a law enforcement official to class and discuss
how paths to drug abuse vary.

42. Arrange to attend a meeting of the local Alcoholics.
Anonymous to ,discuss how paths to drug abuse vary.

o

43. Discuss in small groups how sOcio-psychological condi-
, tions may lead to drug abuse.

44: Given various case studies., discuss in small groups
whether the individuals may or may not be,particularly
susceptible'to drug abuse and reasons why.

45. In small .groups create and take part in a play to il-
lustrate a case where one'or more individuals may turn

. to drug ab'u'se and allow for the other students 'to di --
cuss the outcome and the reasons `why, -

Objective #10: The student should be able to describe some of
the methods of treatment of drug abus'e used
today and in the past.
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Activities

46. Invite to class reRresentatives from local drug re-
habilitation centers and discuss .the different m thods
of treatment available to drug abusers.

' 47. Write to other drug rehabilitation centers to obfain
information regarding treatment.

48. Prepare a report on methods of treatment of drug and
alcohol abusers which may be either successful and un-
successful.
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EUROPE AS A CULTURAL EXPERIENCE**

MAJOR OBJECTIVE:

STUDENTS WILL INCREASE IN COMPREHENSION OF. THE CULTURAL
LIFE (.1-- EASTERN AND WESTERN EUROPE. THIS WILL BE
ACHIErD BY THE STUDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES.
INVOLVING THE FOLLOWING: I

Geograpny Customs & Traditions

Art Education \

Music Religion

Theater Language

Literature

'7.:bjective 41: The student will demonstrate his
knowledge .of the geography of Europe
by*tompleting the.following suggested
activities with acceptable-performance
determined by the teacher.

Activities:

1. On a wall map.Of the world provided by the
teacher, the student wil.l.locate thecountry
or countries of his ethnic background by
pinning his.family name(s) on the map.

The student will draw or construct a model'
(in materials of his own 'choosing)of a
map bf the world showing the following:

A. hemis.pheres
B. continents
C. latitude and longitude
D. oceans

:include title, key, scale and symbols)

3. he student will draw or cunstr'uct'a model (in
materials of his own, choosing).of Europe in-
cluding the following:

*This unit is suggested as a supplemental enrichment
program for those students who have attained the
competence in the study of World History.
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A. \the. countries ofiEu'rope
B. the capitols of each European country 84,7.

CRY
4 1/0

. C. major riVerS, :6.5 and lai.es
\.

D. mountain r..anis
E. .plateaus, depressions, and deserts

ike

(in'clude' a'fitle .key, scalse and:symbols)

4. The student .will construct a map nodal of any
European country sho various ethnic .

and cultural groups within th..at country. In-

clude a title. key, scale and sy::!,o15.

Objective #2: The student will respond positively to
-the art of a European country to be
measured by teacher ssessr%?nt of in-
terest shown during class discussions
while completing the following activi-
,ties.

Activities

5. Prepare for and participate in a field-trip
to R.I.S.C. Museum cr a lle musewl shoWing
European art.

6. Using an opaque orajector display the major
,art work or architecture of three, artists
in. a EuropeanCountry. Inclu'de short bio-
graohical sketches of each artist.

Construct .a scrapbook of reproduced prints of
three artists or architects of Fuolope,an

country. Include-snort bio9raphical sketches
of each artist.

Discuss the impact an6 c'nntrit,ution of these

Europeinartists on .:...^cpcan cult:ire in a one

period class' discvssf:-.ir.

Objective The student ti.J1 1 respond cost f.ivel:" to

the ru'..ic " r rn-T
the fc,11:.-; 1.;:e

v:

in class 611,c,sn-.,.

9: ;,,f; 1s) cr.' raj31- classical or

popt,1:1-
Include

a short LiOg(4):1C.ui ItsCLCitn.

10. Teach a folk song ol a European L.(Juntry.to the

class. Explain the setting, and/or phase

of life '-.he srrf!

I !" ; . r. 1. ",. .

(o/or pnase.
of life the dance is describing.
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..-. ,.. .c.:

1.2. Perforrl a folkOsong, claAsical orpopular work. .

.
of music on a musical instrument. Discuss the
meaning, setting and/or phase of life described

.0 in the musical piece.

13. Discuss. the impact and contribution of the

European musical artists o Europeii culture
in a one-class period discussion.

.

.

Objective .44:-'rhe.student will demonstrate his comprehen-
sion of the contribution of the artists of
a European country to the theater by com-

.

pletihg the following activities' to the
satisfaction f the teacher.

14, Read to the class an excerpt from a play of_

.a celebrated European playwright. Explain
the setting, meaning; and influence of the
work.

15. Write a 300-Wgird analysis of the work of one,
-playwright of ;A European country. Describe.
the setting, fitaning, and influence of the
work.

16. Present an excerpt of an opera of a European
country. Include an explanation.or,the set-
ting, meaning, and influence of t:hewo.rk..

Objective 45: the student will. demonstrate;tits:.tom7 .

prehension of the contribution' tb.
literature made by Europea4:authbrs
to the satisfaction of. the; teacher.'

Activities;

17. Prepare a reading and eXplanatison to .the class

of a folktale of a European .country.

18. Present a 8-10 minute skit based on a folktale
of a European country to the class.

19_. Read and prepare a 3-page book review of a
novel by a European' author. ,

20. Prepare a- 300-word comparisen. between two
poets of'a European country.'

21. Discuss the impact and contribution of the
European literary artists on European culture
in a one-period class discussion..
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Objective #6: The,student will demonstra e
z

his compre-
hension of European cust ms.and traditions

to the satisfaction of the teacher.

Activities:

22. Choose bne of the

A. Marriage
B. National oliday

:C. Festiva - poTitical, historical or
reli ious

liowing topics:

D. Bir of a child
E. A other customs or traditions of

'interest to the student.

t.

JYrepyre a presentation in which the class may
Rartibipate. Include the origin, significance,
funct.i.on; means of celebration, and various.

materials used to perpetuate the custom or

tradition.

24. Organize and prepare a classroom European
festival by prtaaring a food dish from a
European country. and preparing a traditional
costume worn by tht natives of that European
country.

Objective of: the student cimonstrate his knowl-..
edge of the education system of a
European country by completing the fol-
loing activities to the satisfaction..

of the teacher. '

activities.

25. In a 300-word essay discuss the major goals
or concentrations (political, econoMic,
Cultural or social) and advancements, if

any, of the educational system in a Euro-

pean country.

26. .Consruct a chart showing the process through
which a child in a. European country 'completes
his education fror.i primary through colle,ge or

vocational training.

27. 3n a teacher -made- chart record the percentage
of literate people in a European country.
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Objective #8: The student will demonstrate his compre-
henslon of religious practrices of the'
European countrvies by completing the
following activities to the satisfaction
of. '.the teacher:

,

Activities: -?-
Aft

28. Construct a list of major religio.us groups

in a European country. ...

29. . Construct a chart listing the following in-

formation:

A. One European country
B. Major religions of that country Ne.

C. Major philosophy of that religion

D. Major holiday and/or customs of that religion

30. Choose one major'holiday and/or custom of that
religion and demonstrate the method in which

it'is celebrated.

Objective #9: The student will increase his knowledge of
the multi-lingual nature of the European
culture area by completing anp4or all of
the folio ring activities to the satisfac-
tion of the teacher.

Activities:
31r The student will list the major languages

'spoken in a Eurdpean country.

32. ConStruct a holiday greeting card in the
major language'.of a sEurop6an
(Provide an English translation.)

/)
33. Construct a post card in the major languag-e

of the country. (Provide an English trans-

lation.)

34. 'Teeth a song to the class in the language
of the country. (Provide.an English trans-
latioh.)'

35. Construct a chart of 20 common Engl:.:Ji

language terms (ords) and the translation
into the language of a European country.

36. Present a short skit in the language of A'

European ccuntry -rovie- trarslation,

ahl a co-parl;on ()T. tn.?

Englisn

et
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